ARRANGEMENT FOR SALE 355
Friday 28th December 2018
(1) Postage Stamps of the World - Collections & Mixed lots
(2) Omnibus, Revenues & Cinderellas & Thematics, Postal History.
(3) Postage Stamps Classified by Country of Origin

Lots 1 - 121
Lots 122 - 165
Lots 166- 700

Please note some mixed lots are sold WITHOUT RESERVE
Customer wishing to leave and collect their lots may do so at any time
Viewing by appointment only at the office or
At the Bowdon Hotel on the day of sale from 9.30am til 1.15pm
Auction to start at 2pm

Postage Stamps of the World - Collections & Mixed Lots
1 A British Commonwealth & Foreign collection of many 1000s in a battered falling apart Ideal album for issues 191523 Volume II mixed mint and used poor to fine with an enormous amount of different countries including Br. Empire
A to Z mainly to middle values, also Asia (no China pages), Europe, Americas, with many part sets, huge qty of
material here noted France & Colonies incl 1927 Air ovpt 2f used (cat £300), 1921 War Orphans set unused (cat £290),
Portugal & Colonies incl 1924 Cameons set mint, 1927 Independence set mint, Italy including Black Shirt 30c & 1l
mint (cat £82), Romania 1931 Scouts set m, Japan etc, 100s. Jumbled and pages are written on in pencil and in used
condition, ideal for taking out what you want and sell on the rest!
£ 600
2 A Collector's clearout with useful throughout including Austria early mint & used plus presentation book, 1967
WIPA sheetlet, Switzerland 1880s in part sheets, useful Egypt incl 1938 covers with Congress cancels, Jordan, Belgium
on pages with better earlier incl covers, Newfoundland incl earlier on Hagners, NZ Health M/S, Transvaal useful ranges
on leaves and on stockcards, USA 19th century carrier stamp, locals etc (as is), Kosovo modern U/M in stockbook,
Ifni collection on leaves, KUT Collection on leaves incl GVI to £1 used, QEII to £1 m & u, etc, very interesting sorter
with possible finds!
£ 75
3 A LARGE Box containing worldwide in sixteen large stockbooks and various loose in tubs plus USA commercial
mail, country sections in stockbooks include Belgium, GB, Netherlands, Italy, Middle East thematics, Switzerland,
Sweden, France, East European thematics, etc, 1000s.
£ 40
4 A world collection in a Movaleaf album with all periods mint and used, noted several pages of China, Iceland, Asia,
Europe etc, 100s.
£ 35
5 A world collection in a York album with all periods mint and used, noted Hawaii earlies to 10c, useful range of Japan
from earlies, Saudi Arabia, thematics etc, 100s.
£ 28
6 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
A countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges, nice
thematics, noted Abu Dhabi, 1968 Accession both sets u/m (cat £60), 1969 Accession set, Aden 1939 10r brown and
violet mint (cat £50), 1951 surchs 9 vals to 5s on 5s m, Afghanistan good sections m & u incl 1932 Council set m,
many nice 1960s Appendix sets u/m, Alexandretta 9 vals to 4pi m & u, Aitutaki plus officials, Albania from 1913 to
modern, 1913 Skanderberg 50q & 1f mint (cat £43), 1920s overprints m, 1920 Skorda surchs 2q on 10d, 5q on 10q,
25p on 10q and 50q on 10q mint (cat £50), 1924 Red Cross set 4 m (cat £1930 2nd Anniv set m, 1938 Wedding set
m (cat £43), 1986 Mother Albania set u/m, Airs incl 1925 to 3f mint, 1927 set of 7 ovptd mint (cat £100), 1930 set
m, Algeria, Andorra etc, clean lot with nice condition & high cat value. 100s. Ex-estate lot unpicked as received.
£ 250
7 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
N countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges, nice
thematics, noted New Caledonia incl nice airs to 200f u/m, Newfoundland m & u, 1931 Air 15c & 50c m, NZ,
Nicaragua with many airs, N. Hebrides, N Guinea, Niue many u/m sets, Norfolk Is., North Borneo incl 1948 RSW u/m,
N. Rhodesia etc, clean lot with nice condition & good cat value. 100s. Ex-estate lot unpicked as received.
£ 150
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8 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
B countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges, nice
thematics, noted Barbados modern sets m, Basutoland 1948 RSW set mint (cat £50), Bavaria incl 1919 5m blue used,
1920 5m, 10m & 20m used (cat £100+), Bechuanaland, 1938 to 1s mint, Belgian East Africa (Ruanda Urundi) 1924
to 5f & 10f black mint, 1944 Red X set f.u. (cat £57), 1953 Flowers set u/m (cat £60), 1956 Mozart set, 1959 postage
due set m, Belgium 1893 25c m, 1914 Red X Albert set, 1928 Orval 5f m, 10f used, good range of Anti TB Fund sets,
Railway Parcels, Belize etc, etc, clean lot with nice condition & high cat value. 100s. Ex-estate lot unpicked as received.
£ 350
9 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
C to D countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges,
nice thematics, noted Czechoslovakia incl 1930 air m, Dahomey incl airs to 200f, Parcel Post 1967 200f to 1000f
surchs u/m (cat £52), Danish West Indies 1902 surch 5b on 5c or 8c mint (cat £48), Danzig incl 1935 Air set, Denmark
wide ranges used for earlier, to mint later, 1934 air set m, Djibouti good range of sets 1979 onwards, airs to 500f,
Dominica 1948 RSW set u/m, 19543 to $1.20 m, 1963 set u/m, 1987 Birds set, Dominican Rep. incl airs etc, etc, clean
lot with nice condition & good cat value. 100s. Ex-estate lot unpicked as received.
£ 300
10 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
A to B countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges,
nice thematics, noted Ascension modern sets, Australia GV to 1/4d used, 1935 2s maroon mint, 1938 10s mint, 1949
to £2 used, Austria 1850 onwards many defins and commems airs, Bahamas, Bahrain incl 1960 set m, 1991 Birds
sheetlet u/m, etc, clean lot with nice condition & useful cat value. 100s. Ex-estate lot unpicked as received. £ 150
11 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
A countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges, nice
thematics, noted Angola, Anguilla, Antigua 1938 10s & £1 mint (cat £67), 1966 set, large assembly of commems to
1990s u/m, Argentina from earlier m & u, 1930 Vuelo air ovpt 50c, 90c & 1p mint (cat £70), officials, Departmentals
etc, clean lot with nice condition & useful cat value. 100s. Ex-estate lot unpicked as received.
£ 150
12 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
C countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges, nice
thematics, noted Cayman Is GV 2s mint, 1969 set to £1, Central Africa Rep. with vals to 200f, Ceylon, Chad incl airs
to 500f m, Chile from earlier m & u, China incl 1923 to $5, 1945 Pres. Lin Sen set m, Taiwan 1958 Insects set 6 u/m,
Orchids set m, 1960 Sports set m, 1961 Women's set m, 1969 Treasures set m, Paintings set m, many other Taiwan
sets and ranges etc, clean lot with nice condition & useful cat value. 100s. Ex-estate lot unpicked as received. £ 350
13 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
S countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges, nice
thematics, noted Samoa many nice colourful sets u/m, San Marino earlier mint, 1946 UNRRA 100l m, some nice 1990s
modern u/m sets & M/S, 1947 Cent 100l air m, Sarawak, Saudi Arabia 1960s Gas & Oil plant to 31p (7 vals) mint,
1964-66 Airs to 19p m, 1967 Met Day set m, 1964 Saxony, Senegal incl airs 1963 Butterflies set to 500f m, Serbia
incl some postal used, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Singapore 1970s-80s sets u/m, 1985 to $10 u/m, etc, clean lot with
nice condition & useful cat value. 100s. Ex-estate lot unpicked as received.
£ 300
14 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
R countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges, nice
thematics, noted good range of Saar 1934 Air set 4 m, 1948 aur 25f to 200f m, 1948 Flood Disaster set m, 1957 Heuss
set u/m, St Helena GV to 5d mint, 1948 RSW set, St Kitts, St Lucia 1935 SJ set m, 1936 set to 1s mint, 1948 RSW
set , St Vincent, Salvador nice ranges from earlier, officials, etc, clean lot with nice condition & useful cat value. 100s.
Ex-estate lot unpicked as received.
£ 200
15 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
T countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges, nice
thematics, noted Thrace, Tanzania incl 1990s thematic sets u/m, Siam / Thailand, Togo, Tokelau, Tonga, Trieste,
Trinidad & Tobago incl 1948 RSW set , 1953 to $4.80 m, 1960 set to $4.80 m, 1969 to $5, etc, clean lot with nice
condition & useful cat value. 100s. Ex-estate lot unpicked as received.
£ 100
16 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
S countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges, nice
thematics, noted Solomon Is. incl QEII sets u/m, Somali Coast Fr. Cols sets m, South Africa, S. Arabia 1965 set to 1d
u/m, S. Rhodesia 1964 to £1 u/m, Spain from 1852 earlies to modern, airs incl 1930 to 4p m, 1931 to 4p m, useful
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back of the book, Spanish colonies, Straits Sett. useful assembly, Malaya Johore, Trengganu 1948 RSW set m, Perak
1957 set to $5 m, Trengganu 1957 to $5 m, Sudan etc, clean lot with nice condition & useful cat value. 100s. Ex-estate
lot unpicked as received.
£ 250

17 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
I to J countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges,
nice thematics, noted Italy from 1860s to modern, 1917 2.50l mint (cat £75), 1922 Mazzini set 3 m, 1932 Dante 10l
mint, huge amount of sets to 1980s m & u, 1930s airs part and complete sets mainly mint, Dodecanese Islands 4 or
5 diff values to 50c of each area from Calimno to Stampalia (77 diff), Ivory Coast good sections mint sets incl airs to
500f m / u/m, Jamaica 1935 SJ set m, 1948 RSW set m, Japan extensive ranges 1923 Visit set 3 m, 1936 Inaug set m,
range of National Parks sets, Philatelic Week issues m, 1960 Visit M/S m (Cat £39), 1959-70s much complete mint,
modern to 2001 sparse but useful, 1960s Olympic Games M/S m, few Jap. P.O. in China etc, clean lot with nice
condition & high cat value. 100s. Ex-estate lot unpicked as received.
£ 450
18 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
G countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges, nice
thematics, noted Greece 1926 Air set m (cat £97), 1933 air 50l to 20d m (cat £67), 1940 Balkan set 2 mint (cat £51),
1922 25d blue used, 1949 Abduction set 3 m, 1952 air set used, 1960 Olympic set u/m, Grenada 1948 RSW set m,
huge amount of commem sets u/m, etc, clean lot with nice condition & high cat value. 100s. Ex-estate lot unpicked
as received.
£ 300
19 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
H to I countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges,
nice thematics, noted Hungary 1920 Wheatsheaf to 10k mint (cat £56), 1931 Air Zeppelin ovpt set of 2 mint (cat £260),
1933 Scouts set m (cat £40), 1935 Death set 5 m (cat £50), 1946 Railways set m, Iceland 1920 to 2k used, 1930
Parliament 3a to 40a mint (7 vals cat £60), huge range of commem sets mint & u/m, officials, India QV 2a lilac & 8a
magenta mint, 1r mint (short corner), 1935 SJ set m, Indo China, Indonesia, etc, clean lot with nice condition & huge
cat value. 100s. Ex-estate lot unpicked as received.
£ 500
20 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
N to P countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges,
nice thematics, noted Norway 18673 4s blue f.u. (cat £90), 1867 4s blue, 1877 4s blue, Nyassa, Nyasaland 1948 RSW
set m, 1964 to £1 m, Pakistan, Panama useful collection incl airs, Papua from 1930s, Paraguay useful collection,
Penrhyn Is., useful Peru, Philippines, etc, clean lot with nice condition & high cat value. 100s. Ex-estate lot unpicked
as received.
£ 250
21 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
P to Q countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges,
nice thematics, noted Pitcairn Is 1960s-90s mint sets, huge amount of Poland sets u/m, m & used to modern, nice back
of the book material, huge amount of Portugal early to modern, Qatar etc, clean lot with nice condition & high cat
value. 100s. Ex-estate lot unpicked as received.
£ 200
22 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
F countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges, nice
thematics, noted Falkland Is. GV 1s m, 1929 Whale & Penguin 1s & 2/6 mint, Deps. Grahamland & S. Georgia 1944
sets used, some modern sets u/m, Faroe Islands nice modern mint sets, Fiji incl 1948 RSW set m, plus many modern
mint sets, Fernando Po better seen mint sets, Finland well filled pages 1890 5m green and red mint, Fiume 1918 ovpt
to 3k mint (cat £280+), with useful Carnaro ovpts, France from earlier to modern extensive collection especially 1960s
to 1980s sets m & u, etc, clean lot with nice condition & high cat value. 100s. Ex-estate lot unpicked as received.
£ 450
23 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
D to E countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges,
nice thematics, noted Dubai, Dominican Rep. Dutch Indies with better sets, Ecuador from 1880s to modern with useful
back of the book, Egypt with many defins and commems, values to £1 mint, Eritrea, Estonia, Ethiopia etc, clean lot
with nice condition & useful cat value. 100s. Ex-estate lot unpicked as received.
£ 250
24 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
C countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges, nice
thematics, noted Congo (Belgian), French to 100f, post Indep. issues incl nice air values, Cook Is. many nice mint sets
and thematics, Costa Rica, Croatia, Cuba, Cyprus, etc, clean lot with nice condition & useful cat value. 100s. Ex-estate
lot unpicked as received.
£ 200
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25 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
F to G countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges,
nice thematics, noted 2nd part of modern France incl some of the 1940s airs to 100f m & u, 1949 1000fr used, useful
back of the book, some 1930s-40s fund sets, semi postals, French Colonies incl Morocco (good collection), Equatorial
Africa, Guiana, India, Oceania, Polynesia (cat £380+), FSAAT, West Africa, Gabon useful incl airs, Gambia incl
EDVII 2s, 2/6 & 3s(both) mint (cat £80), 1966 Bird set to £1, , clean lot with nice condition & useful cat value. 100s.
Ex-estate lot unpicked as received.
£ 350
26 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
M countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges, nice
thematics, noted Madagascar (French), post Indep with airs, Malawi many mint sets, Malaya incl Johore & Penang
1957 sets to $5 m, Malaysia, Maldive Is. many nice sets, Mali incl many nice commem sets, air values u/m, Malta
modern commems u/m etc, etc, clean lot with nice condition & useful cat value. 100s. Ex-estate lot unpicked as
received.
£ 350
27 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
I countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges, nice
thematics, noted Persia & Iran incl many 1960s to modern m / u/m sets, Iraq mainly 1960s to modern mint sets, Ireland,
Israel non tabbed sets incl u/m to 1990s, Italian colonies etc, clean lot with nice condition & useful cat value. 100s. Exestate lot unpicked as received.
£ 400
28 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
G to H countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges,
nice thematics, noted Grenada 1938 to 5s & 10s mint, Guadeloupe useful French collection mint, Guatemala useful
collection from earlies mint & used, nice airmails and back of the book collection, Guinea with large collection of
thematic sets, Haiti, Honduras, Hong Kong incl GV to 50c m, 1954 to $2, 1938 to $1 & $2 mint, etc, clean lot with
nice condition & useful cat value. 100s. Ex-estate lot unpicked as received.
£ 300
29 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
J to L countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges,
nice thematics, noted Jordan 1930s onwards, to 200m, Locust Campaign 6 vals to 100m m, 1960s commem sets incl
1964 Kennedy set m, Scouts set m, Kenya, Kiribati, Korea 1947 air set m, 1950 Air 60w m, 1954 Air set m, 1960s
sets m, 1964 Secret Garden set u/m (cat £60), good range of miniature sheets, Kuwait 1952-55 set to 10r on 10s, 1958
set to 10r m, Leeward Is. GV 2s, 3s & 4s mint, Laos incl some nice 1980s sets u/m, etc, clean lot with nice condition
& useful cat value. 100s. Ex-estate lot unpicked as received.
£ 400
30 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
L to M countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges,
nice thematics, noted Latvia 1930 Air set 2 m (cat £34), 1931 Air ovpt set 3 m (Cat £66), Lebanon (French) & indep.
large collection of mint sets incl airs 1944 300p & 500p mint (cat £67), 1946 Herons 100p m, Liberia, Lesotho, Libya,
Liechtenstein, Lithuania incl 1933 air set m, Luxembourg collection incl 1947 Echternach set m (cat £60), Macau
modern mint sets etc, clean lot with nice condition & high cat value. 100s. Ex-estate lot unpicked as received.£ 400
31 A World mint / unmounted mint collection early to mainly modern in a large International Scott printed album for
T countries of the world many sets or ranges with many better catalogued including airs, commems, surcharges, nice
thematics, noted Tristan Da Cunha 1963 Settlement set u/m, 1983 set to £2 u/m, 1988 set to £2 u/m, Tripolitania,
Tunisia collection right through to modern sets, Turkey extensive collection many 1940s-50s sets m, 1950 2l50 Air
used, Turks & Caicos collection, Tuvalu collection, etc, clean lot with nice condition & high cat value. 100s. Ex-estate
lot unpicked as received.
£ 180
32 A WORLDWIDE Accumulation in a large box with all periods mint and used in stockbooks, loose on and off
paper, in bags, packets etc, some country sections in the stockbooks etc, great winter sorter lot, 1000s.
£ 50
33 A worldwide range of interesting on various stockcards including Canada perf earlies to 17c used, New Zealand
back of the book in a bag off paper, Grenada 1937 Coronation perfed specimen set 3, KUT P. Dues perf Specimen (2)
ovptd Specimen (4), Mafeking 1d on ½d green used, GB incl 1965 Churchill 4d blk of 8 with large ink smudge error,
1975 Sailing missing pink, USA Parcel Post 9 vals to 25c used, NZ Chalons imperf 1d & 6d, Rhodesia 1910 Double
heads 10d mint, 4d & 10d used (10d strange shades), Yemen with overprints inverted, Portugal colour trials imperf
bicolours (5), useful European earlier varieties incl Italy, BLP CDS used on 15c grey 10c brown, including many
signed, Somalia 200f imperf trial, France airs incl 1947 500f U/M (cat €50), 1949 10f (cat €60), Fume STC €1200+,
Belgium STC €400+, Danzig 1924 Airs Cat €180, San Marino Trieste STC €500, etc, etc, enormous cat value and
retail, ideal for split down or Ebayer.
£ 1250
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34 Accumulation in a BOX with worldwide ranges loose on and off paper, commercial covers, world junior
collections, old time Lincoln album with world collection, world on leaves, Europe in a large springback etc, sorter lot,
1000s.
£ 50
35 Accumulation in a carton, various loose, in packets, covers, GB FDCs, Football 1978 German special binder, Cuba
sets in a delegation book, thematics on 1980s Maxi cards, Christmas Islands sets mint and FDCs in a binder, USA Gold
foil replicas on 18 covers, world on Hagner pages etc, 100s to sort.
£ 60
36 Accumulation in a carton with worldwide ranges loose on and off paper, commercial covers, world junior
collections, old time Viceroy album with world collection, Art thematics mint, Spain 1982 Football covers in special
album (56 covers), etc, sorter lot, 1000s.
£ 50
37 Accumulation in fourteen large stockbooks and binders in a very heavy carton, noted Netherlands, European
country sections, thematics, world in packets, loose on and off paper, odd better in the stockbooks etc, 1000s. (14
Stockbooks)
£ 50
38 Accumulation in numerous albums and stockbooks, all periods mint & used, heavy box, 1000s.

£ 40

39 Accumulation in numerous albums and stockbooks, in packets, loose, all periods mint & used, heavy box, good
sorter, 1000s.
£ 40
40 Accumulation in numerous albums and stockbooks, India QV covers, in packets, loose, all periods mint & used,
heavy box, good sorter, 1000s.
£ 40
41 Accumulation in sixteen large stockbooks and binders in a very heavy carton, noted Netherlands, European country
sections, thematics, world in packets, loose on and off paper, odd better in the stockbooks etc, 1000s. (16 Stockbooks)
£ 50
42 Accumulation in sixteen large stockbooks in a very heavy carton, noted Netherlands, East Europe, thematics,
mainly commoner mainstream but stockbooks must be worth £2 each alone, 1000s. (16 Stockbooks)
£ 30
43 Accumulation in thirteen large stockbooks and binders in a very heavy carton, noted Netherlands, East Europe,
thematics, world in packets, loose on and off paper etc, 1000s. (13 Stockbooks)
£ 30
44 Accumulation in thirty one large stockbooks in a very heavy carton, mainly commoner mainstream but stockbooks
must be worth £2 each alone, 1000s. (31 Stockbooks)
£ 30
45 Accumulation including European ranges in a springback album, Austria printed hingeless album with 1978-1982
fine used, earlier France in an envelope, Egypt duplicated defins on leaves, unmounted mint Italy in part sheets in a
folder, Switzerland 1880s 5c green in part sheets unmounted mint in a folder, various loose on and off paper, in
packets, commercial mail, etc, plenty to sort here.
£ 50
46 ALL SORTS in a carton with worldwide ranges loose on and off paper, commercial covers, world junior
collections, old time Schaubek printed album with sparse world, old stockbook of thematics and world collection, large
stockbook of Germany, etc, sorter lot, 1000s. Very Heavy.
£ 50
47 Battered Triumph album with an earlier to middle world collection mint and used, includes a few China etc, 100s.
£ 28
48 BIG CARTON with a worldwide accumulation in nine stockbooks, loose in packets, bags, cigar boxes, shoeboxes,
some better incl earlier Turkey, Mongolia thematics, etc, much material to sort, 1000s.
£ 50
49 BIG CARTON with a worldwide accumulation in stockbooks, loose in packets, bags, cigar boxes etc, much
material to sort, 1000s.
£ 40
50 BOX Containing a worldwide accumulation in packets, on cards, stockpages, leaves and loose, very varied range
of countries noted Cyprus, Austria, GB duplicated Wildings in stockbook, France in a large heavy stockbook incl Art
thematics etc, all sorts here, good sorter lot, 100s.
£ 50
51 BOX with worldwide ranges loose on and off paper, commercial covers, world junior collections, old time
Schaubek album, large 64 sided Lighthouse stockbook with world & European colln, Austria 1992 Year pack U/M
sets, Slovakia etc, sorter lot, 1000s.
£ 50
52 BOXFILE Containing a worldwide accumulation in packets, on cards, stockpages, leaves and loose, very varied
range of countries noted Brunei defins on album pages, few covers, all sorts here, good sorter lot, 100s.
£ 45
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53 BOXFILE With a world assembly jumbled on stockcards, in packets and loose with some better noted throughout
incl Malayan states 1948 RSW sets (2), Ireland 1959 Mission Stamps airmail cover, 1922 2/6 seahorse mint, all sorts
in envelopes, some covers including S. Georgia 1987 set at King Edward Point, Austria Chemnitz 1945 cover, USA
1875 to Scotland with Liverpool US Packet h/s in red, Tristan Da Cunha Gough Island 1956 (2), etc, good sorter lot.
£ 125
54 BOXFILE with a worldwide assembly jumbled on leaves, on stockcards, envelopes, packets and loose, all periods
mint & used, great sorter, 100s.
£ 45
55 British Africa collection of mint and used in a stockbook with useful South Africa 1930s-40s noted 1939 Huguenot
set 3 incl 1d & 1½d in mint blks of 4 (cat £94), 1941 War Effort 3d blue mint blk of 4 (cat £46), 6d orange blk of 4
mint, homelands u/m 1980s etc, nice little lot.
£ 30
56 British Colonies old time springback album with nice ranges of Australian states and South African states noted
CGH 1s green triangle, Western Australia, Tasmania, Victoria, Egypt useful incl a few Br. Forces Abroad etc, mixed
but odd better.
£ 35
57 British Commonwealth accumulation in a carton of albums and stockbooks including NZ, Canada, Ghana in a
binder, large stockbook of mainstream defins and commems used,
£ 50
58 British Commonwealth accumulation in a heavy carton mainly Dominions including Canada, Australia duplicated
etc, odd better noted Canada 1911-22 50c sepia used x 30 (cat £112), some FDCs, loose in packets etc, 100s, heavy
carton.
£ 75
59 British Commonwealth accumulation including Leaders of the World in two large binders with U/M thematic sets,
Queen Mother omnibus sets and M/S, NZ mint & used including modern sets, Australia, special FDC albums or
collections, 1937 Coronation omnibus sets m & u, 1953 Coronation omnibus, etc, 100s.
£ 50
60 British Commonwealth better sets and singles mint and all periods in dozens of small glassine packets each set mint,
unmounted mint or used with huge potential incl GVI sets, RSW top values incl Pitcairn Is., values to £1, $10, or 10s,
noted British West Indies, Br. Africa, Asia incl Hong Kong QV mint, Europe etc, needs careful sorting, 100s.
£ 1000
61 BRITISH COMMONWEALTH CARTON with all periods mint & used, ranges loose on and off paper,
commercial mail, various stockbooks with NZ, Canada, Australia, Year books or packs for Canada, Manilla stockpages
with early to modern used etc, sorter lot, 100s.
£ 60
62 British Commonwealth mint assembly on a Hagner page with useful including New Zealand QV 4d blue-green (cat
£75+), 1925 Exhibition set of 3, 1920 Victory set 6 m (cat £55), Australia small range of Roos to 2½d and GV heads,
New Guinea NW ovpts etc, nice little lot with good cat value. (c45).
£ 28
63 British Commonwealth SHOEBOX containing all periods mint & used ranges in packets, on stockcards, in
envelopes, loose, noted 1946 Victory omnibus colln in special album mint etc, good sorter, 100s
£ 45
64 British Commonwealth useful group of singles on stockcards including NZ QV Chalon imperf 1s blue-green, perf
4d vermilion used, Bermuda QV 1d on 2d blue used, Gibraltar EDVII 4s purple and green fine used, Johore $100 green
and carmine, S. Nigeria EDVII to 2/6, Nova Scotia 3d blue (faults), Nevis from imperfs, a few Indian states QV incl
JHINU for JHIND variety, Turks Is. QV, intr little lot. Taken 'as is'.
£ 50
65 CARTON Containing a worldwide accumulation in packets, on cards, stockpages, leaves and loose, very varied
range of countries noted Mongolia thematics in a stockbook, thematics in a Swiss printed luxury album etc, all sorts
here, good sorter lot, 100s.
£ 40
66 CARTON Containing a worldwide accumulation in packets, on cards, stockpages, leaves and loose, very varied
range of countries noted Austria in a printed luxury album, Ireland, Italy, old time junior albums, large Schaubek
printed album almost empty (good condition) etc, all sorts here, good sorter lot, 100s.
£ 40
67 CARTON with worldwide ranges loose on and off paper, commercial covers, world junior collections, WHSmith
stockbook with world on paper, Italy duplicated stockbook, large Compass stockbook with Germany, Isle of Man
Unmounted mint collection, etc, sorter lot, 1000s.
£ 50
68 CIGAR BOXES A worldwide accumulation sorted by countries into 8 wooden boxes all periods mainly used
including Russia, USA, Hungary, Netherlands, Italy, Belgium, Denmark etc, 1000s, ideal for packet maker. £ 40
69 CIGAR BOXES A worldwide accumulation sorted by countries into 11 small boxes all periods mainly used
including Jordan, Palestine, Canada, GB, Greece, Austria, Switzerland, Lebanon (well filled), etc, 1000s, ideal for
packet maker.
£ 40
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70 Collector's clearout in THREE FULL BOXES including modern GB fine used on leaves, GB FDCs in various
Royal Mail or cover albums, USA FDCs in original packs, various bits and bobs.
£ 20
71 Collector's clearout including modern GB fine used in a binder, GB FDC, various bits and bobs.

£8

72 Collector's clearout including nice Compass stockbook, some empty or sparse binders, some with GB or world.
£ 12
73 Collector's clearout including two nice Compass stockbooks with USA or Germany, GB FDCs in two Royal Mail
albums.
£ 12
74 Eighteen large stockbooks and binders in a very heavy carton, noted Netherlands, European country sections,
thematics, odd better in the stockbooks etc, 1000s. (18 Stockbooks)
£ 50
75 ENORMOUS CARTON with a worldwide accumulation in binders, loose in packets, bags, etc, much material to
sort, 1000s.
£ 50
76 Ex-Dealers stock in large heavy box containg album and tubs a lot to sort through ideal for Ebay.

£ 45

77 Ex-Dealers stock in large heavy box containg album and tubs some loose stamps a lot to sort through. nice
collection
£ 45
78 EX-ESTATE BOX of worldwide jumbled all periods mint and used, various collections including large stockbook
with Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg, junior types, loose on and off paper, covers & First Day Covers, needs
sorting, 1000s.
£ 20
79 EX-ESTATE BOX of worldwide jumbled all periods mint and used, various collections including small stockbook
with Hong Kong, Malaysia, Middle East U/M sets in large China stockbook, old time Errington printed album with 19th
century used assembly, junior types, loose on and off paper, covers & First Day Covers, needs sorting, 1000s. £ 40
80 EX-ESTATE BOX of worldwide jumbled all periods mint and used, various collections including stockbook of
GB & Br. C/w with Br. Levant earlier issues m & u, Germany 1959 Beethoven M/S used, Scandinavia collection in
a printed album incl Sweden 1924 Congress almost complete to 80o used, world in a huge 64 sided stockbook well
filled, junior types, loose on and off paper, covers & First Day Covers, needs sorting, 1000s.
£ 50
81 EX-ESTATE BOX of worldwide jumbled all periods mint and used, various collections including old time large
Regent printed album (very poor) with world earlier, New Zealand collection in a stockbook, mainly Br. C/W FDCs
from many different countries in a large cover album, junior types, loose on and off paper, etc, needs sorting, 1000s.
£ 50
82 EX-ESTATE BOX of worldwide jumbled all periods mint and used, various collections including French colonies
& North Africa in a Viscount springback album, Aden & Middle East thematics in springback album, Israel collection
mostly untabbed middle to modern, albums incl junior types, loose on and off paper, etc, needs sorting, 1000s.
£ 50
83 EX-ESTATE BOX of worldwide jumbled all periods mint and used, various collections including France,
Germany, Belgium & Austria in a broken peg fitting album, 1981 Royal Wedding BR. C/W & Foreign M/S incl high
face values from Africa M/S to 500f, gold etc in original packets, junior album types, loose on and off paper, etc, needs
sorting, 1000s.
£ 50
84 First Day Covers accumulation in three cartons mainly loose, 1970s to modern, official Royal Mail, special event.
£ 50
85 HARRISON & SONS LTD - Balance of John Harley (archivist) collection of mainly Christmas Cards from Postal
Authorities around the world in the 1980s-90s onwards typically containing greetings and one or two stamps
postmarked and signed by postmasters etc, some other pages with his annotations on print production, design etc,
interesting lot in a large shoebox.
£ 100
86 HARRISON & SONS LTD - Presentation folder in black leather effect with gold embossing produced in circa 1988
to showcase / advertising their printings processes inside folds out 4 pages of worldwide U/M stamps from Cyprus,
Singapore, Malawi, Kenya, Gabon, Iceland, Thailand, Barbados, St Lucia etc, small mark on the front of the inside
folder otherwise fine.
£ 40
87 HARRISON & SONS LTD - Presentation folder in black leather effect with gold embossing produced in circa 1982
to showcase / advertising their printings processes inside folds out 4 pages of worldwide U/M stamps from St Vincent,
NZ, Bangladesh, Thailand, Singapore, Gabon, Kenya, Ghana, small sellotape mark on reverse otherwise mainly fine.
£ 40
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88 HARRISON & SONS Ltd - Two large pieces of printing plate to show the copper photogravure printing plate
(10cm x 10cm) with part Malta 1960s issue & photogravure printing plate after chrome facing (9.5cm x 7cm), mounted
on a large card, ex John Farly archivist at Harrison printers. Unusual.
£ 150
89 HEAVY BOX with mainly commoner including thematics in binders noted Football, Netherlands FDCs and
colonies etc, 100s.
£ 15
90 HEAVY BOX with mainly on paper loose in bags, commoner commercial mail including thematics, Netherlands
etc, 100s.
£ 10
91 HEAVY CARTON with a worldwide assembly mainly commoner including Netherlands commercial covers in
binders, on paper in a bag, USA covers, Space thematics, world commercial mail in a large binder etc, 100s. £ 25
92 HUGE CARTON Containing mainly Netherlands and other European material, literally thousands in packets,
envelopes and loose on and off paper, some commercial mail etc. Huge sorter lot.
£ 30
93 Interesting miscellany of all world stamps, covers and postcards stuck down in eleven ring binders well filled from
A to Z with many turn of the century to modern covers and cards, some Ethnic RP, Asia, Africa, early 20th century
commercial covers etc, heavy box.
£ 125
94 KILOWARE IN A LARGE CARTON with a worldwide assembly mainly on paper including Belgium, Germany,
many nice pictorials, commems etc, 10,000s.
£ 40
95 KILOWARE IN A LARGE CARTON with a worldwide assembly mainly on paper with many nice pictorials,
commems, some commercial mail etc, 10,000s.
£ 30
96 LARGE BOX containing a worldwide accumulation of covers, cards, FDCs, various in packets loose, on and off
paper in plastic tubs, sorted into envelopes etc, generally an American flavour with many interesting covers incl space,
Baseball signed photo, all sorts here, 100s.
£ 50
97 LARGE CARTON - Mainly commoner material from GB, Netherlands, also 4 velvet special binders with some
Benham silk covers for different themes, mainly in albums etc, heavy lot.
£ 10
98 LARGE CARTON - Mainly commoner material from GB, three Royalty special albums, Isle of Man FDCs mainly
in albums etc, heavy lot.
£ 10
99 LARGE CARTON with a worldwide assembly in various stockbooks, Davo printed albums, mainly Dutch related
including Davo album with Colonies assembly, Netherlands FDCs in cover binders, mint & used, some GB commercial
covers etc, 1000s.
£ 50
100 LARGE CARTON with a worldwide assembly mainly commoner including Netherlands commercial covers in
binders, USA Wildlife covers collection, Religion collection in three large stockbooks, on paper in a shoebox etc,
1000s.
£ 30
101 LARGE HEAVY BOX of commoner material mainly from GB in stockbooks, loose, PHQ cards, some other
foreign mainstream material, heavy lot.
£8
102 MISCELLANY IN A BOX containing a worldwide sorter lot in tubs, packets loose on and off paper, commercial
covers, British Commonwealth and world ranges in a large binder with many different countries, Ireland collection in
a stockbook incl u/m sets to £5, used ranges, GB FDCs, good sorter, 1000s.
£ 48
103 MIXED BOX with a useful accumulation including Austria printed hingeless album with 1950-1984 mint /
unmounted mint with a fair degree of completion, bundleware in a cigar box including USA, Belgium, France,
Netherlands, Germany for earlier defins (1000s in bundles of 100), various loose on and off paper, in packets,
commercial mail, etc, plenty to sort here.
£ 50
104 MIXED CARTON with all periods mint & used, ranges loose on and off paper, commercial covers, world junior
collections, Belgium Railway parcels duplicated stockbook, Spain attractive mint & used in stockbook, loose in tub
etc, springback with earlier ranges, sorter lot, 1000s.
£ 50
105 MIXED Collector's clearout in a heavy BOX including some better in a stockbook mint and used, Leaders of the
world Autos in a large special album, British Commonwealth mainstream commems used in a binder, shoebox of world
in packets and loose, world on leaves in a springback, St Vincent collection in a springback, modern postcards, various
in packets, bags and loose, GB incl FDCs, loose, etc, 1000s.
£ 75
106 MIXED SORTER BOX with worldwide ranges loose on and off paper, commercial covers, world junior
collections, stockbooks, albums, Italy on and off paper plus covers in bag, few Br. C/W in springback album etc, sorter
lot, 1000s.
£ 50
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107 NETHERLANDS & GERMANY KILOWARE IN A LARGE CARTON with on paper with many nice pictorials,
commems, some commercial mail etc, 10,000s.
£ 20
108 NETHERLANDS & World Kiloware IN A LARGE CARTON in tubs, bags, loose on and off paper with many
nice pictorials, commems, some commercial mail etc, 10,000s.
£ 20
109 SORTER BONANZA Accumulation in a large box with all periods mint and used in stockbooks, loose on and
off paper, in bags, packets etc, some country sections in the stockbooks etc, great winter sorter lot, 1000s.
£ 50
110 SORTER BOX with worldwide ranges loose on and off paper, commercial covers, world junior collections, USA
in a stockbook, world thematics in a stockbook, WHSmith stockbook with GB & world ranges on / off paper, etc, sorter
lot, 1000s.
£ 50
111 Stockbooks mainly empty or sparse some with GB or world, tatty to fine, eleven stockbooks, expensive new. (11)
£8
112 TEN SMALLER Stockbooks with a worldwide range early to modern, strength in European areas and small
country sections mint & used, many 100s in small box.
£ 30
113 TINS, LOOSE Countries sorted mint and used in a carton with worldwide in tins or loose in a bag, good sorter.
£ 36
114 Very tatty old time Lincoln album with a turn of the century to modern range of worldwide countries incl GB GV
to 5s, Americas, Europe, Br. Colonies etc, very mixed.
£ 28
115 WORLD CARTON with all periods mint & used, ranges loose on and off paper, commercial covers, world junior
collections, Denmark duplicated stockbook, Netherlands, attractive EUROPA collection in a stockbook etc, sorter lot,
1000s.
£ 50
116 World collection in a broken Simplex Junior album with all periods mint and used, good section of South &
Central Americas, France Colonies etc, 100s.
£ 35
117 WORLD FIRST DAY COVERS - Accumulation in a BOX with various modern FDCs from many different
countries noted USA PITCON, Mauritius sets, Germany, few GB, Middle East, Switzerland and many nice thematics,
100s.
£ 30
118 WORLD IN A HUGE CARTON Containing mainly Netherlands and other European material, literally thousands
in packets, envelopes and loose on and off paper, world ranges scattered throughout, USA FDCs in two cover albums,
some commercial mail etc. Huge sorter lot.
£ 45
119 WORLD IN A HUGE CARTON Containing mainly Netherlands and other European material, literally thousands
in packets, envelopes and loose on and off paper, world ranges scattered throughout, some commercial mail etc. Huge
sorter lot.
£ 30
120 WORLD in a large binder mainly more modern on stockcards, on leaves, stockpages etc, USA, Br.
Commonwealth, many thematics etc, 100s to sort.
£ 22
121 WORLDWIDE in a carton including Germany in a stockbook, loose on paper, envelopes, packets etc, sorter lot.
£ 32
ACCESSORIES
122 BOX of empty binders plus 4 large stockbooks almost empty Wessex Paragon 64 sided in blue (2), with inked
numbers inside. (10 items).
£ 10

123 East Germany: 1949-1973 four large SAFE printed hingeless albums and slipcase all empty, very heavy and
expensive new.
£ 20
AUTOGRAPHS
124 2000 (6 Jun) Dame Vera Lynn signed special history of the RAF cover bearing her signature and 1986 34p RAF
stamp tied special WHITEHALL LONDON / WE SHALL REMEMBER. Very fine on Westminster printed page with
information.
£ 28
LITERATURE
125 Thirteen copies of The Aero Field magazine Vol. 19 1-10 published 1955 and Vol. 28 3, 9 and 12. published
1964. Interesting philatelic information in each copy.
£ 25
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OMNIBUS
126 1949 UPU Four illustrated registered First Day Covers for Basutoland, Swaziland, South Africa pairs and
Bechuanaland. Some toning or contemporary marks each addressed to E Sturgiss in East London S.Africa. (4).
£ 20

127 2012 Lifetime of Service Miniature sheet collection unmounted mint in a special collection by Westminster
contains approx 64 miniature sheets from different Br. C/W countries. Each country section of 8 M/S originally cost
£39.99, there are 8 different countries (original retail £319.92).
£ 30
POSTAL HISTORY
128 1940's A selection of eleven censored covers with German Swastika cancels. Includes four with Netherlands
stamps addressed to France and Germany.
£ 20

129 1941-49 Cover from The Foreign Service of the United States of America Tunisia and similar cover from
Consulate Brazil. Plus three O.H.M.S. covers from official departments in Canada.
£ 16
130 1942 Cover with GB 2d and Tangier 1d with Gibraltar 11 Feb 42 cancel addressed to New York USA with
General Post Office found open and officially secured stickers plus opened by examiner 1046. Letter inside undamaged
from The Foreign Service of the United States of America, Tangier Morocco January 30 1942.
£ 20
131 1969-1971 A selection of 13 covers connected with Antarctic Research. Includes 1969 cover from the Argentine
Islands and 1971 Lindblad expedition to Cape Royds.
£ 25
132 A box containing a number of Railway postcards and covers included the restoration of Box Corsham Wiltshire
cover and Llanfair light railway cover 1976 plus old railway tickets ideal lot for the enthusiast.
£ 20
133 A selection of approx. eighty-five covers from the US includes 1947 cover from the Canal Zone and 1936 cover
from the Philippines, 1876 postal stationary railroad 3c typed cover to Brooklyn and 1933 12th Birthday of U.S.S.
Maryland cover.
£ 40
134 A selection of approx. one hundred and thirty covers connected with to Maritime endeavours. Includes 1938 Safe
guarding American rights in China, 1932 San Francisco Harbor Day, 1938 USA to Australia via Singapore. A number
of 1970 covers posted aboard ships.
£ 40
135 A selection of approx. one-hundred covers and postcards. Includes 1935 India cover with 2a air stamps, Australia
cover with 1d red Roo, 1941 45a on cover opened by censor from Iceland, 1947 four German covers with new
definitives and 1902 Gold Coast with strip of three King Edward VII 1d. Plus twenty KGVI GB covers. Ideal lot for
Ebay.
£ 70
136 A selection of approx. sixty covers and postcards relating to Maritime activities, includes 1966 Polaris
submarines, 1965 Maiden voyage North Sea roll-on roll-off ferries, 1967 posted on Queen Mary and 1965 Fuji from
Japan maiden voyage.
£ 40
137 A selection of approx. sixty covers and postcards relating to Maritime activities, includes GB 1972 Polar explorers
FDC, 1959 USA Sea lift for Security Arctic operations, and 1972 Worlds most powerful icebreaker.
£ 40
138 A selection of fifteen unused postcards from the British Commonwealth. Includes Barbados 1½d, Malta 1d and
St Lucia ½d wrapper.
£ 20
139 A selection of seventy-five covers from South American Countries. Includes 1929 Venezuela definitives on typed
cover to USA, 1961 Argentina registered cover with pair 10c and 1959 Brazil cover to New York with five stamps.
£ 40
140 Approx. 90 covers relating to Antarctic and sea Research. Includes covers from Australian Antarctic Territory
with 2/-, 1969 Armada of Chile cover with 20c and 40c and 1972 USA Pole Station cover. Also seven covers from
Argentine Base Orcadas.
£ 35
141 COVERS ACCUMULATION in a shoebox with a good quantity of worldwide countries early to modern,
includes European, Foreign, Br. Commonwealth, postcards incl one silk card, postage dues, 1930s events etc, etc, good
qty.
£ 125
142 COVERS ACCUMULATION in a small box with a good quantity of worldwide countries prestamp to modern,
some priced up to £20 each includes European, Foreign, Br. Honduras GVI censors, Russia earlier, Italy, Military mail,
postcards etc, good qty.
£ 75
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143 Large box containing a selection of approx. six-hundred covers and postcards. Includes all world with 1937
Denmark definitives on cover to London, 1991 Grays Harbor Seaport and New Zealand 1966 Boy Scouts. Far too
many to list lots to sort through.
£ 85
144 Large box containing a selection of approx. six-hundred covers and postcards. Includes all world with 1924
Ireland covers to GB, a number of OHMS, 1909 Switzerland wrapper to Paris and 1977 Guernsey postage due FDC
Far too many to list lots to sort through.
£ 85
145 LARGE CARTON of covers and cards, FDCs, and Maxi cards mainly with strength in Netherlands etc, 100s to
sort, very heavy.
£ 28
146 Selection of approx. two hundred covers from Europe. Includes 1962 Sweden First rocket North of the Polar
Circle by Norway cover, 1937 Sweden Coronation Cruise Gothenburg-New York and 1921 Belgium 10C on postcard
to USA. Nice selection.
£ 55
147 Selection of approx. two hundred covers from Europe. Includes 1947 San Marino Honouring Franklin D.
Roosevelt cover, 1956 Monaco Coronation unused postcards and 1904 10C postcard from Paris to Belgium. A lot to
sort through.
£ 55
148 Selection of seventy unused postal stationery postcards and covers from Commonwealth countries and South
America. Includes South Australia 1d red, Western Australia 1½d green, Chamba state ¼a and Mexico 5c cover.
£ 30
149 Small collection of all twenty all world covers. Including 1947 Indonesia cover, three circa 1907 covers from the
Philippine Islands and 1925 cover from Thailand. Also three covers from Taiwan
£ 26
POSTCARDS
150 Small collection of ten GB Royal postcards, includes 1910 in memory of King Edward VII the Peacemaker, QEII
royal wedding and King George V and Queen Mary.
£ 12
REVENUES & CINDERELLA
151 1916 Calendar from Daly and Merritt Engineering Contractors Port Chester N.Y. United States with picture of
girl with butterflies.
£ 20

152 MATCH BOX LABELS - Accumulation of worldwide in nine binders with very mixed condition, but huge
quantity incl from USA, GB, Sweden, Austria, Asia, Middle East, European etc, huge variety and many useful, 100s.
£ 30
THEMATICS
153 2004 Lord of The Rings collection arranged in a binder for different countries including GB NVI pane of special
1 Crown coin cover signed Christopher Lee, Benham special covers with single GB stamps (10), NVI pane Benham
covers (3), NZ special pack, Maxi cards, setenant blocks of 8, self-adhesive pack, M/S, self-adhesive, miniature sheets
etc. Colourful lot with high retail. 100+ items.
£ 125

154 AVIATION HERITAGE - Three special albums two for Aviation Heritage special Westminster collections of
covers and u/m miniature sheets, sets, and sheetlets from different world countries, also GB £5 coin cover, final binder
is 90th Anniv. of RAF with a nice collection of U/M miniature sheets, colourful lot, expensive new.
£ 35
155 BIRDS: HARRISON & SONS LTD - Original Artwork mounted on card (28.5cm x 22cm) with overlay Harrison
Photogravure in black with Finch type bird on tree branch original watercolour and Sample of Speculative Artwork
printed along the bottom of the mount, scarce and unique thematic item.
£ 100
156 Flora & Fauna around the world special covers collection of approx 350 different in seven special album binders
display in sleeves with each cover giving information printed on the reverse, very attractive and heavy lot in large
carton. Huge original cost.
£ 100
157 International Polar Year: 2007 Special printed binder to commemorate the Polar Year includes eight unmounted
mint miniature sheets from Canada, Denmark, Finland, Greenland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, USA etc, book is pristine.
Colourful lot.
£ 15
158 Large overfilled binder of unmounted mint sets & Miniature sheets from around the world for different thematics
mainly modern including Ireland Post & Go type self-adhesives for Marine Life, Aviation, St Martin 2014 sheetlet of
24 Butterflies, Malaysia flowers, Alderney, IOM 2010 Trains sheetlet, Australia packs, Palau, Laos, etc, attractive lot,
jumbled but good cat value.
£ 100
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159 POPE JEAN PAUL II - Ivory Coast special folder for 9-10 Sept 1990 155f, 195f & 500f issue on FDC, two u/m
singles, imperf single and epreueve de luxe printed cards. Attractive lot.
£ 25
160 RAF Flight Covers a large accumulation in two cartons with many nice series from the 1970s onwards, various
signed, unsigned, inland and overseas flights, special events etc, good quantity for sorting in binders, loose etc.
£ 50
161 RELIGION: Extensive and well presented collection in 10 large Lindner albums each with slipcase containing
hingeless faced plain leaves for worldwide A to Z countries incl unmounted mint sets, singles, covers, cards etc, mostly
relating to Christianity. Extremely heavy & colourful lot, albums cost a fortune on their own. (10).
£ 250
162 SCOUTING - 2007 The Centenary of Scouting Cover collection in a special collection by Westminster contains
approx 27 FDCs from Isle of Man, a few other Br. C/W countries, Zambia etc. Then a run of u/m miniature sheets for
same issues, plus 50p coin cover. High original cost.
£ 30
163 SPACE: 1992-1995 Attractive collection of covers and cards from various missions at the Kourou Space Centre
in French Guiana run under the jurisdiction of France. The collection is in a nice cover album and slipcase with multi
cacheted covers bearing different French space stamps for Satellites, Ariane 51/60, etc. (75)
£ 75
164 World Wildlife Fund a collection of original sealed colour pages and stamps and maxi cards received on
subscription in original plastic bags still sealed for Gazelle, Snakes, white stork, Cuban Parakeet, Whales, Lobster,
Puffin, Goose, Rhinoceros, Bat, Leopard, Penguin, etc, 20 different bags. High original retail.
£ 30
165 World Wildlife Fund attractive collection in ten special albums in green complete with slipcase each has sections
for different animals, Birds etc from around the world. The printed information is in Dutch. Nice range of FDCs, etc
in a heavy BOX. (10)
£ 50
ANTARCTICA
166 1963-65 Four covers with Ross Dependency 3d stamps all cancelled with Scott Base. Two covers are
commemorating maiden voyage of H.M.N.Z.S. Endeavour.
£ 20
ARGENTINA
167 1858-1936 Old time collection on Ideal printed leaves with much useful material noted 1858 & 1862 Coat of
Arms mint (as is), 1864 Rivadavia set 3 used (cat ½167), 1867 No wmk 5c carmine used OM barred cancel (Cat €175
faults), 1867-74 Personalities set of 5 used (cat €47), 1876 roulette 5c red CDS used (cat €80), 1880s-90s mostly
complete mixed mint & used with good cat values incl 1888 50c blue top value (cat €100), 1899 Symbols of Rep. top
vals 1p, 5p, 10p mint (€130), 20p used, 1908-09 Gen San Martin set mostly mint, Farmer & Rising Sun set to 1p m
& u, 20p mint (perfinned ZA but cat €1200), 1916 100th Anniv. set to 5p mint (cat €120 ), 1917 San Martin set to 5p
mint, 1923 Gen set to 5p mint, 1928 airs set used (cat €62),1935 set to 50c, 2p, 5p & 20p mint (cat €90), etc, (c300)
STC £1135+.
£ 380

168 1932 Zeppelin airs set of 3 overprinted GRAF ZEPPELIN 1932 mounted mint, SG 629/31.

£ 18

ASCENSION
169 1935 Silver Jubilee front of a registered cover bearing set of 4 tied oval registered cancels for October 1935.
Pretty, Cat £110 used set, SG 31/4.
£ 25
AUSTRALIA
170 1932 10s grey and pink hinged mint, with SPECIMEN overprint, centred right, fine, SG 136s.

£ 20

171 1935 King George V on 'Anzac' Silver Jubilee 2d, 3d + 1d green definitive on OHMS registered Sydney typed
cover to USA. New Orleans receiving cds on reverse. Plus similar cover with two 2d Silver Jubilee and two 1d green
definitives to New York.
£ 20
172 1992 (19 Feb) Australians Under Fire commemorative limited edition FDC bearing the set and tied FDI cancels
signed by Keith Payne (VC) & Edward Kenna (VC), limited to 75 covers produced. Fine.
£ 60
173 Postage Due: 1947 1s green and carmine in a superb gutter bottom block of 8 with imprint at the bottom n second
stamp showing gash plate flaw variety (Brusden White D96e) very nice positional item.
£ 110
AUSTRALIAN STATES
174 1886 Victoria State cover with five Queen Victoria 2d cancelled Melbourne addressed to Germany.

£ 20

175 1899 Cover from Queensland with Queen Victoria 2d and ½d addressed to the United States. Plus QV 6d+1d
on cover from Cairns to Tasmania.
£ 20
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176 1900 Victoria State 2d Queen Victoria cancelled Melbourne on Telegram with Footscray cds on reverse. Note
cover has tears along top and flap.
£ 20
177 New South Wales: 1897 Diamond Jubilee 2½d (2s6d) gold carmine and blue hinged mint with very brown gum,
nice looker, SG 281 Cat £250.
£ 80
178 Old time ranges in envelopes sorted by area including W. Australia, S. Australia incl Tall Postage issues, Victoria
incl some postmarks etc, few hundred to sort.
£ 40
179 Tasmania: Stamp Duty 1880 Revenue set of 4 Platypus mint small part original gum from large hinges, 1d & 3d
have minor corner perf faults, 6d slight rub and 1s pink key value is fine appearance, SG F26/9 Cat £316.
£ 60
AUSTRIA
180 1850-1936 Old time collection on Ideal printed leaves with much useful material noted 1850 Coat of Arms 2k,
3k, 6k & 9k used, 1858 5k, 10k, 15k used, 1859 3k black used (cat €200),1861 set used, 1863 p.9½ 5k & 15k mint,
2k, 3k & 10k used, 1857 set to 50kr used (cat €122), 1883 set to 50k used (cat €65), 1890 set to 2g mainly used, 1899
Value change set to 2k incl 3h to 25h mint (cat €90), 1902-06 mainly complete, 1908 60th Anniv. set to 60h mint, 1918
airmail set m, 1918 overprint set to 10k mainly mint (4k used), most 1920-22 sets mint, 1922 Composers set m, 1922
Airmail set m (cat €80), 1923 Townscapes set m (cat € 80), 1924 Charity set m, 1925 defin set to 2sch mint, 1929
Landscapes set (cat €300), 1925-26 Airs set to 50g m & u, 2s & 5s air used, 1931 Rotary Convention set 6 mint (cat
£295), 1933 Ski set of 4 mint (cat £400 toned), 1933 WIPA Granite Paper 50 + 50g unused (cat €125),1935-36
Costumes set to 3s m & u incl both 2s greens mint (cat €60), 1934 Architects set m, 1935-36 air set to 1s & 5s mint,
2s & 10s top value used (crease, cat £200),1935 Winter Charity set m, 1935 Military Personalities set m (cat €60) etc
mostly sound and high catalogue value, (c345) STC €1000++.
£ 350

181 1949 Child Welfare Fund set of 4 unmounted mint, fine, SG 1162/5. Cat £118.

£ 28

182 1968-1995 Attractive fine used collection with a good degree of completion for sets throughout in a Lindner
hingeless printed album, huge range of issues here, attractive lot, albums expensive new.
£ 60
183 1976-1991 Attractive fine unmounted mint collection with a good degree of completion for sets throughout in
a Lindner hingeless printed album, huge range of issues here, attractive lot, albums expensive new.
£ 50
184 1993-1995 Official unaddressed First Day Covers collection in a binder in cover sleeves all which single stamp
tied Vienna First Day CDS cancels, (90 different).
£ 30
185 A selection of approx. seventeen Austria covers with various stamps and postmark interest.

£8

BARBUDA
186 1935 Registered cover with two King George V Silver Jubilee 2½d + 2½d and two ½d addressed to New York
USA.
£ 15
BASUTOLAND
187 Collection on leaves with useful content mainly mint including 1938 set of 11 to 10s (cat £110), 1948 RSW set
(cat £50), 1954 set of 11 to 10s (cat £110), 1961-63 set to R1 (cat £110), omnibus to 1960s, nice clean lot. £ 125
BECHUANALAND
188 1913-24 Bradbury 2/6 chocolate brown hinged mint horizontal PAIR, quite well centred, sound, SG 88, cat £180.
£ 72

189 1913-24 Bradbury 2/6 chocolate-brown and 5s rose-carmine both mounted mint (2/6 patchy toned gum) 5s is
well centred (gum bend), sound, SG 88/9, cat £200.
£ 45
190 1913-24 Bradbury 5s rose-carmine hinged mint well centred, sound, SG 89, cat £110.

£ 45

191 1913-24 De La Rue Ltd 2/6 pale brown in an attractive bottom right corner marginal mint / unmounted mint
block of 4, few creases or bends and odd blunt perf but a nice positional block, SG 85 Cat £480 for mint. (2 stamps
are unmounted).
£ 225
192 1913-24 Waterlow 2/6 deep sepia-brown hinged mint with fresh appearance and good centring, SG 83 Cat £140.
£ 48
193 1913-24 Waterlow 5s rose-carmine hinged mint right hand marginal example with fresh appearance, SG 84 Cat
£160.
£ 58
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194 Collection on leaves with useful content mainly mint including 1938 set of 11 to 10s (cat £110), 1948 RSW set
(cat £42), 1955-58 set of 12 to 10s (cat £100), 1961 surcharges set to R1 (cat £42), omnibus to 1960s, nice clean lot.
£ 100
BELGIUM
195 1940's A selection of nine covers addressed to the United States, with various stamps and cancels.

£ 18

196 1954 Anti TB set of 6 hinged mint, fine, SG 1543/1548. Cat £50.

£ 16

197 Railway Parcel Forms collection from the 1950s in a bundle with each bearing combination of railway parcel
stamps to pay the fee and cancelled on each form, there are many different town station cancels mostly boxed dated
types, some CDS. Well over 100 forms.
£ 30
BERMUDA
198 Collection on leaves with useful content mainly mint including 1920 Tercent. set of 9 (cat £110), 1921 Tercent.
set of 9 (cat £100), 1936 set of 9, 1948 RSW set fine used (cat £55), 1953-62 set of 18 to £1 (cat £130), 1962-68 set
to £1, omnibus to 1960s, nice clean lot.
£ 125
BHUTAN
199 1962 Cover with 1.30Nu and 5ch send from Druk Gyalpo His Highness the Maharajah of Bhutan to Ohio USA,
with letter enclosed. Plus two 1962 first day covers with various stamps.
£ 20
BOSNIA & HERZ.
200 1879-1918 Old time collection on Ideal printed leaves with much useful material incl 1879 set to 25kr mainly
used, 1900 Eagle defins incl 40h yellow (cat £375), defins to 5k m & u etc, (77).
£ 125
BRAZIL
201 1940's A selection of twenty-five covers addressed to the United States. Eleven have Brazil Correio cancels with
no stamps. The other fourteen have various stamps and cancels.
£ 20

202 Old time collection on Ideal printed leaves with much useful material incl 1843 Bullseye 60r black laid paper
(used minor faults), 90r black (used severe faults Cat £750) both with BAHIA cancels (as is), 1844 10r & 30r back
f.u., 1850 10r blue, 30r blue, 30r, 60r, 90r, 180r (poor), 300r black m & u, 1866 set to 500r orange m & u, Roulette
100r-500r used, 1878 Dom Pedro II 300r used, 1878-80 roulette set exl 700r used,1881 to 200r used, 1884 500r &
1000r blue used, 1905 1000r used,1920s mainly complete, 1923 Industry set used, 1931 Revolutionaries set m & u
(cat £95), etc, mainly sound. STC £1700+ (220).
£ 300
BRITISH GUIANA
203 Collection on leaves with useful content mainly mint including 1938-52 with most extra perfs and shades incl 1c
(3), 24c (2), 36c (2), 48c (2), 96c (3), $2 (2), $3 (3), total cat £349, (just needs the scarce $1 p.14 x 13), omnibus to
1960s, nice clean lot.
£ 120
BRITISH HONDURAS
204 Collection on leaves with useful content mainly mint including 1938-47 set of 12 incl both 2c (cat £193), 1948
RSW set fine used (cat £50), 1953-62 set 12 (cat £90), 1962 Birds set (cat £90), , (just needs the scarce $1 p.14 x 13),
omnibus to 1960s, nice clean lot.
£ 120
BRITISH LEVANT
205 British Field Office in Salonica: 1916 Levant overprint 1d scarlet mounted mint with fine appearance. These
overprints were originally prepared for use by a civilian post office to be set up on Mt. Athos, Northern Greece. When
the project was abandoned they were placed on sale at the Army Field office in Salonica. SG S2.
£ 42

206 British Field Office in Salonica: 1916 Levant overprint 3d bluish violet mounted mint with fine appearance. These
overprints were originally prepared for use by a civilian post office to be set up on Mt. Athos, Northern Greece. When
the project was abandoned they were placed on sale at the Army Field office in Salonica. SG S4. Expertised on
reverse.
£ 95
207 British Field Office in Salonica: 1916 Levant overprint 9d agate mounted mint with fine appearance. These
overprints were originally prepared for use by a civilian post office to be set up on Mt. Athos, Northern Greece. When
the project was abandoned they were placed on sale at the Army Field office in Salonica. SG S7. Expertised twice
on reverse.
£ 240
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BULGARIA
208 1881-1936 Old time collection on Ideal printed leaves with much useful material incl 1881 Lions 5 of 6 values
to 30st used, 1882 to 50st used, 1911 Defins set to 1l brown mint (cat £38), 1912 25th Anniv. set 3 mint, 1921 London
issue to 10l m & u, etc, mainly sound. (140).
£ 50

209 1991-1995 Official First Day Covers collection of approx 90 covers all unaddressed, illustrated with complete
sets, very attractive for thematics.
£ 40
210 Large stockbook containing mainly colourful thematic sets CTO used, virtually are complete sets for 1980 to 1995
with 1990-95 mainly a double unmounted mint and cto used set for each issue and miniature sheet, attractive lot.
£ 40
BURKINA FASO
211 Epreuve De Luxe attractive range of post independence issues (35 different) each as a imperf matt or glossy card
13 x 10cm for mainly 1970s-80s issues including values to 500f, nice thematics incl Beetles, Head Dresses, Ships,
antelopes etc. (35).
£ 34
CANADA
212 1935 (4 May) Silver Jubilee set of six on registered Hamilton first day cover used locally. SG 335/40.

£ 20

213 1940's A selection of eleven covers addressed to the United States, with various stamps and cancels.Includes front
with two KGV 1c green.
£ 18
214 1981-1996 Mainly unmounted mint collection with good degree of completion for commem issues incl setenant
strips, blocks, self-adhesives, large sheetlets, many nice thematics and high face value.
£ 48
215 2003 Alaska Cruise picture postage self-adhesive sheet with blank frames for personalised photos. 50,000 were
produced but only available to buy and print on cruise ships. Fine, Scott 1991 DE.
£ 35
CANADA - PROVINCES
216 Newfoundland: 1919 Caribou complete set of 12 mounted mint, a few low vals are heavy mounted, top values
lightly mounted, SG 130/141 Cat £160.
£ 45

217 Newfoundland: 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 on registered cover to USA tied oval large REGISTERED ST
JOHN'S cancels for 23 May 1935. Pretty, SG 250/3.
£ 22
CANAL ZONE
218 1924-25 Hinged mint 1925 Pointed A ovpt 10c yellow & 20c carmine mint, 1924 Flat A 50c lilac, all hinged mint
Scott 80, 87 & 92 Cat $117.
£ 30

219 Postage Due: 1915 2c on 2c brown red surcharge unmounted mint, fine, SG D63.

£ 12

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE
220 1861 Woodblock 4d pale milky blue fine used neat cancel with traces of margins and neatly cut, nice looker
although two vertical cuts (repaired) and thinning, neat example, SG 14 Cat £2000. Expertised Stolow on reverse.
£ 150
CEYLON
221 1902 Queen Victoria 15c blue on Colombo cancelled cover to the United States.

£ 14

222 1922 R1.46 booklet partly exploded in creased poor condition containing 15 of the 24 6c violet defins, stuck or
adhering to glassine interleaving, uncatalogued as black on white cover with Colombo Jewelry Store advert on reverse,
extremely scarce and unlisted in this combination, closest is SG SB6a/b Cat from £4000 as black on orange cover.
Rare!
£ 500
CHILE
223 1853-1936 Old time collection on Ideal printed leaves with much useful material incl 1853 5c brownish red on
blue used,1854-66 5c red, 10c blue, 20c green, 1862 1c olive-yellow (pen cancel), 1867 Columbus set 5 mint (cat
£100), 1877-78 Roulette set m & u incl 1c, 5c, 20c green, 50c violet mint, 1911 long set m & u, 1928-32 Air ovpts
to 10p m & u, etc, mainly sound. (170). Cat £480+.
£ 100
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CHINA
224 1883 1ca green a used example with neat blue local cancel and well centred, has tear at the top and some staining
otherwise a nice spacefiller, SG 7.
£ 40

225 1885 P.12½ 5ca olive-yellow fine used, one pulled perf otherwise sound, SG 12.

£ 20

226 1897 Red Revenue surcharge one cent on 3c deep red used, corner crease and incomplete cancel with some blunt
perfs, SG 88.
£ 40
227 1968 Revolutionary Literature & Art 8f White Haired Girl Ballet unmounted mint, very fine, SG 2394.. £ 180
228 1968 Revolutionary Literature set of 8 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 2387/92.

£ 400

229 1972 Chinese Merchant Shipping set of 4 unmounted mint no gum as issued, fine, SG 2485/88.

£ 120

230 Extensive collection on Scott pages and album leaves mint & used with a huge amount of 1940s onwards
including S. W China, N. E China, Port Arthur & Dairen, many commems from 1950 incl reprints and others, Taiwan
(100s), PRC 1950s to modern with many part sets, mainly used right through to 1994 etc, 100s.
£ 400
231 Local Post: Ichang; 1895 Roulette 9 3m rosine hinged mint, front shows light stain from hinges otherwise sound,
SG 14.
£ 20
232 Local Post: Ichang; 1895 Wide Setting 1ca ochre Type I hinged mint & 1ca ochre Type II very light fine used both
sound, SG 10/11.
£ 30
233 Local Post: Ichang; 1896 2 Candarins surcharge on 1ca ochre type II hinged mint, mainly sound, SG 16. £ 12
234 Local Post: Kewkiang; 1894 basic set of values from 1c black to 40c black on rose-red mint / unused, few perf
faults otherwise mainly fine SG 3/10.
£ 40
235 Local Post: Kewkiang; 1896 Surcharge set of 3 mint / unused, usual rough perfs, sound, SG 18/20.

£ 40

236 Local Post: Kewkiang; Postage Due, 1896 Black overprint complete set of 8 1c to 40c mint / unused, usual rough
perfs, 40c with several pulled perfs otherwise sound, SG D25/32.
£ 150
237 Revenue: 1908 Cloud & Dragon 100cash green Qing Dynasty very fine unused no gum, unissued.

£ 25

238 Taiwan: 1956 70th Birthday set of 6 40c to $8 unmounted mint, first low value used, SG 236/241 Cat £88.
£ 28

239 Taiwan: 1960 Ancient Chinese Paintings set 4 u/m, SG 358/361.

£ 25

240 Taiwan: 1961 Ancient Chinese Art set (1st issue) u/m, 2nd issue mainly u/m, 1962 3rd issue mainly u/m, mainly
fine, SG 389/94, 408/413, 429/434.
£ 100
241 Taiwan: 1961 Taiwan Scenery set of 4 unmounted mint, fine, SG 416/9.

£ 20

242 Taiwan: 1965 15th Anniv. of Chinese Women's Anti aggression League set 2 u/m, SG 548/9.

£ 22

COLOMBIA
243 1864-1936 Old time collection on Ideal printed leaves with much useful material incl 1864 Coat of Arms 5c
yellow & 20c red used (poor), 1865 1c rose mint, 10c violet used, 1866 10c used, 1876 5c purple (2), various 1880s90s defins, then regular defins and commems to 1936, mainly sound. (123).
£ 125

244 1940's A selection of seventeen covers addressed to the United States, with various stamps and cancels. Some
nice stamps.
£ 20
CONGO REP.
245 Epreuve De Luxe attractive range of post independence issues (14 different) each as a imperf matt or glossy card
13 x 10cm for mainly 1980s issues including values to 150f, nice thematics. (14).
£ 28
CUBA
246 1940's A selection of ten covers addressed to the United States, with various stamps and cancels.

£ 20

247 A selection of twelve covers and postcards all addressed to USA. Includes 1943 Metropolitan registered typed
cover with four stamps to New York, 1945 four ½c Victoria stamps to Brooklyn and 1947 Buy Cuban Sugar slogan
cancel to New Orleans.
£ 20
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CYPRUS
248 1960-1982 First Day Covers collection in a cover album with many nice sets on unaddressed or handwritten
addresses mainly sent through the post, quite a few registered, nice lot for expansion, approx 80+.
£ 35
DANZIG
249 1930 Tenth Anniv. of Constitution overprint in red on 35pf blue very fine used decent CDS cancel, SG 216 Cat
£150.
£ 40
DENMARK
250 1852 Small cover with 4r.b.s. brown with Flensburg 22 4 1852 cancel addressed to Aarhus. SG 4

£ 25

251 1942-1959 Book containing approx. 50 covers with special events and first day covers. Includes 1960 1st Danish
Food Fair and 1961 Copenhagen Forum.
£ 25
252 1952 Pair of stamps on slogan cancel to Canadian Army Base FPO 328 in Germany.

£ 10

253 A selection of approx. one-hundred covers and postcards, includes early 8 ore with Copenhagen cancel, 1954
first regular flight Denmark to Los Angeles and various first day covers. Massive postmark interest.
£ 40
254 Book containing approx. 35 covers and postcards. Includes 1953 Frederik Den IX first day cover, 1950 Royal
Palace fdc and 1954 first regular flight to Los Angeles. Plus 2 books containing local issues including Aalborg and
Odense
£ 30
255 Five books containing various pieces with cancels from small villages and towns. One book contains only
Copenhagen but cant be many collections similar to this.
£ 30
EGYPT
256 1933 British Forces in Egypt 1 piastre letter seal on M.P.O. postage prepaid cover to England.

£ 15

257 1933 Int. Aviation Congress set of 5 hinged mint, fine, SG 214/218 Cat £117.

£ 35

258 A selection of covers eighteen covers and postcards. Includes meeting of Arab Kings 1946 fdc and Nationalisation
of Suez canal 1956 fdc.
£ 25
259 British Forces: 1935 1p ultramarine Silver Jubilee nicely fine used example, sound SG A10 Cat £180.
260 British Forces: 1935 Silver Jubilee 1p ultramarine fine used on cover to , SG A10. Attractive cover.

£ 80
£ 250

ESTONIA
261 1919-1936 Useful little collection incl 1919-20 New Daily issue to 15m m & u, 1920 airmail m, 1925 Airmail
perf set to 20m mint, a few Far Eastern Rep Russia issues etc, mainly sound. (76).
£ 30
FALKLAND IS. DEPS.
262 South Shetlands: 1944 (5 Dec) Overprint set of 8 on plain long envelope sent to Port Stanley cancelled by
FALKLAND ISLANDS DEPENDENCY / SOUTH SHETLANDS CDS violet cancels. Attractive , SG D1/8.
£ 38

263 Two covers for 1946 Victory set on 1949 regd cvr to UK tied S. Georgia CDS's, 1949 UPU set of 4 on local cover
tied S. Shetlands 1950 CDS, both sound (2).
£ 20
FALKLAND ISLANDS
264 1933 Centenary of British Administration £1 black and carmine GV Head mounted mint top value, very attractive
and fine appearance, SG 138 Cat £2500.
£ 1600

265 1933 Centenary of British Administration 10s black and chestnut Coat of Arms mounted mint key value, very
attractive and fine appearance, SG 137 Cat £850.
£ 480
266 1933 Centenary of British Administration 5s black and yellow King Penguin mounted mint key value, very
attractive and fine appearance, SG 136 Cat £950.
£ 500
267 1933 Centenary of British Administration Complete set of nine values ½d to 2/6 mounted mint, very attractive
and fine appearance, SG 127/135 Cat £490.
£ 325
268 1937 (12 May) Coronation set of 3 on envelope sent to UK cancelled on First Day of Issue by PORT STANLEY
CDS cancels. SG 143/5.
£ 10
269 1938-50 Complete set of 18 to £1 black and violet unmounted mint, sound, SG 146/63 Cat £475.
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£ 200

270 1948 (1 Nov) Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on plain envelope sent locally cancelled on First Day of Issue by
PORT STANLEY CDS cancels. Very fine, hard to find. SG 166/7.
£ 125
271 1965 Int. co-operation Year illustrated official FDC bearing set 2 tied PORT STANLEY 25 OC 65 CDS cancels,
printed addr sent locally, very fine.
£8
272 1968 (9 Oct) Flowers defin set of 14 to £1 on printed envelope sent locally cancelled on First Day of Issue by
PORT STANLEY CDS cancels. Attractive oversized cover. SG 232/245.
£ 60
273 And Dependencies: Large stockbook of many complete sets containing mainly unmounted mint sets and miniature
sheets for modern issues including 1981-1999 with many nice thematics incl 1997 Birds set to £5, Mushrooms, Ships
incl 1985-90 to £5 set (cat £75), Flowers, South Georgia Birds set to £3, 1994 Whales set to £5 etc, attractive lot. STC
£570.
£ 180
274 Book containing unused stamps mounted to pages includes King George VI silver wedding 2½d and £1, 1964
Battle of Falklands set of four with margins and 1938-50 KGVI definitives.
£ 20
275 First Day Covers assembly in a binder from 1980 to 1985 both unaddressed or addresses full sets on official
covers, also 1994 Marine Life registered Mount Pleasant etiquette's set on 3 covers to £5, approx 35 covers. £ 36
FIJI
276 1903 £1 grey-black and ultramarine, fine hinged mint key value, superb & sound, SG 114 Cat £375.

£ 165

277 1903 EDVII Complete set of 10 to 5s green and black all hinged mint on album page, very fresh, Cat £143.
£ 58
278 1904-09 EDVII Complete set of 3 to 1s green and carmine all hinged mint, very fresh, Cat £75.

£ 28

279 1906-12 EDVII Complete set of 6 to 5s green and red on yellow all hinged mint, very fresh, Cat £150.

£ 60

280 1912 £1 purple and black on red, fine hinged mint key value, superb & sound, SG 124 Cat £300

£ 150

281 1912 £1 purple and black on red superb fresh hinged mint example, very nice, SG 124 Cat £300.

£ 180

282 1912-23 GV Complete set of 28 shades and printings to 5s green and red on yellow all hinged mint on album
page, very fresh, Cat £135. (28).
£ 55
283 1922-27 GV Complete set of 14 to 5s green and red on yellow all hinged mint on album page, very fresh, Cat
£120. (14).
£ 48
284 1923 Die II £1 purple and black on red, fine hinged mint key value, superb & sound, SG 137a Cat £250£ 125
285 1935-1963 Attractive collection of hinged mint sets neatly arranged on album pages including 1935 SJ set, 193855 set incl both Dies for 2d & 6d, plus some extra shades on 1vdm 6d, 1948 RSW set, 1954-59 set to £1, 1959-63 set,
1962-67 set etc. Attractive lot STC £600+.
£ 200
FINLAND
286 Old time stockbook from 19th century to modern with duplicated ranges mainly used including Serpentines x 4
values poor to sound, Perf defins range to 32p used (3), later printings to 1m, Russia types many to middle values, Lion
types to 10m, pictorial defins to 25m, etc, good qty.
£ 45
FIUME
287 1919- Attractive fine used collection on stockpages including 1919 Fiume set of 17 some expertised on reverse
(cat £129), 1919 Student's Fund set of 12 fine used (cancels taken as is) Cat £228, 1919 Posta set of 8, 1919 Valore
surcharge set of 13 f.u., 1920 Gabriele background in ochre set of 14 (Cat £175), Express 1920 set 2 (cat £62), etc,
nice lot, all cancels taken 'as is'.
£ 150
FRANCE
288 1849-1936 Old time collection on Ideal printed leaves with much useful material incl 1849 20c & 25c, 1853 6
imperfs to 80c, 1862 1c to 80c, 1863 1c to 4c used, 1869 5f greyish violet fine used (thinned), Ceres perf issues to 80c,
good range of defins & commems to middle values etc, mainly sound. (160).
£ 130

289 1870 Ceres 40c orange very fine unmounted mint example, superb and fresh, SG 177, Cat €650.
290 1930 4f slate-blue Type II hinged mint and expertised on reverse, fine, SG 472a.

£ 150
£ 45

291 German Occupation: 1941 Legion Volontaires Francais F+100f miniature sheet very fine mint showing polar bear
and sword design, Michel Block I cat €500.
£ 250
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292 German Occupation: 1941 Legion Volontaires Francais F+100f miniature sheet very fine unmounted mint
showing Polar Bear and Sword design, couple of minor spots otherwise fine and fresh, Michel Block I cat €800.
£ 225
293 Precancels: 1922 AFFRANCHte overprints on Sower & Pasteur defins unmounted mint includes 30c green (cat
€60), 30c red (cat €345), 35c violet (cat €185), 45c (cat €40) & 50c (cat €280). Nice group (5). Cat €910. £ 100
FRANCE - COLONIES
294 1940 Very scarce-special postcard from W.W.II commemorating the visit of General De Gaulle to the then
capital of Free France in Brazzaville French Africa.
£ 25

295 French Southern & Antarctic Terr: 1956 25f Fur Seal & 85f Penguin both very fine unmounted mint, nice
thematics, SG 14/5 Cat £123.
£ 38
296 French Southern & Antarctic Terr: 1963 50f air Adelie Penguins very fine used nice ADELIE CDS, fine, SG 34
Cat £110.
£ 36
297 French Southern & Antarctic Terr: 1963 5f brown, black and blue Crozet Archipelago very fine unmounted mint,
fine, SG 35 Cat £55.
£ 18
298 French Southern & Antarctic Terr: 1963 Int. Year of the Quiet Sun 100f air very fine used nice ADELIE CDS,
fine, SG 37 Cat £110.
£ 36
299 French Southern & Antarctic Terr: 1963 Int. Year of the Quiet Sun 20f air very fine unmounted mint, fine, SG
36 Cat £55.
£ 20
300 French Southern & Antarctic Terr: 1971 Fish complete set of 8 very fine unmounted mint, fine, SG 61/68 Cat
£76.
£ 25
301 Old time collection on Ideal printed leaves with much useful material incl many smaller countries or sections not
big enough for one lot, includes Alaouites, Alexandria, Algeria, Cameroun, Canton, Dahomey, Djibouti, Congo,
General colonies from imperfs, Guiana, Guinea, Indian Sett. incl peace and commerce to 1fr mint (cat £100), Oceanic,
Somali Coast, Gabon, Grand Comoro, Lebanon, Hoi Hao etc, etc, approx. 450.
£ 300
GABON
302 1987 Post Independence 1000f 20th Anniv. of Installation of President Omar Bongo in a pane of 20. Mainly
unmounted mint with printer's annotation of production. Intr. SG 987. Cat £180.
£ 25
GERMANY
303 1900 Five 5pf Sunburst new millennium postcards with Offenburg Baden cancels but no addresses.

£ 20

304 1914-18 World War I internal German Military Mail postcard to Berlin.

£ 10

305 1928 Air Zeppelin 2m blue & 4m brown both used, 4m has blue crayon and light tones, few wrinkles otherwise
sound, SG 444/5 Cat £135.,
£ 25
306 1933 Air Zeppelin Chicago Flight 2rm blue fine used decent WUPPERTAL 1935 CDS cancel, sound SG 511
Cat £300.
£ 50
307 Eight postcards includes five colour including Danzig is German, Many thanks to our Fuhrer and one population,
one Reich, one Fuhrer and 1936 Olympic Games plus illustrated cover of the ship Bremen with 1938 special cancel.
£ 25
308 German Occupation of Zara: 1943 Useful mint overprint on Italy group on a stockcard including 5c brown to
1.75l (10 diff values), Express 2l blue-black, air defins (4). STC £1093.
£ 100
309 Privately Printed pre WWI Fur's Fliegerheim German inscription on two 5pf labels in violet mounted mint with
portraits of Holweg & Enver for use by soldiers to apply to their mail which was post free. Toning but nice pair. (2).
£8
GERMANY (EAST)
310 1953 Five Year Plan minute dots printing 17 of 18 unmounted mint for low values, hinged mint for higher values,
fresh, SG E120/137, needs 24pf to complete. Cat £200.
£ 20

311 1980 (16 April) Return to Colditz a signed illustrated cover 3231 of 5000 to Jersey signed Charles Upham
published in Aid of The Red Cross printed address with 35pf adhs tied COLDITZ CDS cancel. Charles Upham was
the only resident of Colditz to win the Victoria Cross twice. Fine.
£ 30
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312 1980 (16 April) Return to Colditz a signed illustrated cover 617 of 5000 to Jersey signed Colonel Shaughnessey
(US Army Commander) published in Aid of The Red Cross printed address with 35pf adhs tied COLDITZ CDS cancel.
(Colditz castle was liberated by Shaughnessey in 1945). Fine.
£ 30
GERMANY (WEST)
313 Large stockbook containing a huge amount of used material in sets and duplicated ranges including 1953 Five
Year plan dots and lines mostly complete, Scientists defins to 80pf, then commems 1950s to 1987 huge amount of
issues with many thematics etc, 100s.
£ 40

314 Large stockbook containing a lovely unmounted mint collection 1955-1993 with a huge run of year sets from
1950s to 1990s including miniature sheets, some part defin sets, mainly commems, huge cat value, clean and fine for
expansion.
£ 250
GIBRALTAR
315 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used mainly fine, SG 114/17.

£ 20

GILBERT & ELLICE IS.
316 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 on registered cover to Scotland tied large GILBERT AND ELLICE ISLAND
COLONY cancels for 6 Nov 1935 with regd violet h/s for OCEAN ISLAND. Pretty, SG 36/9.
£ 30
GOLD COAST
317 1889 Specimen overprint on 3d olive-yellow mounted mint, small part original gum with hinge, clean and fine
appearance, SG 15s.
£ 25
GREAT BRITAIN
318 1840 (17 July) Mulready 1d black Letter Sheet Chester to Bangor cancelled with neat red Maltese Cross cancel
and part CHESTER arc in red on reverse, two folds and some adhesion otherwise sound.
£ 800

319 1840 1d black (NI) a nice looking 4 margin example with red MX, heavily thinned on reverse, good looker.
£ 40
320 1840-1981 Useful collection mint and used including 1840 1d black fine used 3 margins (neat red MX), 1840
2d blue 2 large margins fine used red MX, 1841 1d & 2d f.u., 1847 embossed trio cut to shape, 1854 1d & 2d, 1856
4d, 6d & 1s fine used, 1862 3d rose (cat £350), 4d red, 6d lilac, 9d straw fine used (cat £475), 1s green pl.1 (cat £300),
1867 basic set 3d-2s incl 9d straw pl.4 (Cat £325), 10d red-brown (cat £400), 2s pale blue (cat £275), 1874 5s pale
rose wmk MX plate 2 fine used Birmingham cancels perfs and colour fine (cat £1500 SG 127), 1873-77 4d verm. pl.15
(cat £525), 8d orange used (cat £350), 1880 Indigo set used (cat £390), 1884 lilac and green set used (no 9d), 1883
2/6 lilac. 5s rose and 10s ultramarine fine used (Cat £935), 1887 Jubilee set used, 1900 1s green and carmine mint,
EDVII set to 2/6, 1918 2/6, 5s & 10s seahorses fine used (cat £385), 1924-5 Wembley sets used, 1934 Re-engraved
set used, 1948 RSW set used etc. Huge catalogue value, condition good to fine overall, clean lot.
£ 850
321 1841 1d red-brown Black plate 10 (QB) superb very fine used example with 4 massive margins and sock on the
nose black MX cancel, premium example seldom seen this nice. SG 7. Spec AS69. Cat £190.
£ 95
322 1841 1d red-brown Black plate 11 (IL) fine used example with 4 good to massive margins and black MX cancel,
sound example. SG 7. Cat £130.
£ 40
323 1841 1d red-brown Black plate 8 (JE) superb very fine used example with 4 very close to large margins and black
MX cancel, nice example. SG 7. (Spec AS47) Cat £190.
£ 48
324 1841 1d red-brown (JF) number 11 in Maltese Cross, superb very fine used example with 4 close to large margins
and neat black strike of upside down No.11 in MX cancel, premium example. SG 8m. Cat £350.
£ 100
325 1841 1d red-brown (KH) number 4 in Maltese Cross, superb very fine used example with 3 good to margins and
neat sock on the nose black No.4 in MX cancel, premium and seldom seen this nice. SG 8m. Cat £600.
£ 95
326 1841 1d red-brown (MG) number 5 in Maltese Cross, superb very fine used example with 4 close to margins and
neat sock on the nose black No.5 in MX cancel, nice looker. SG 8m.
£ 45
327 1841 1d red-brown (ML) number 10 in Maltese Cross, superb very fine used example with 4 good to large
margins and neat black No.10 in MX cancel, premium example. SG 8m. Cat £320.
£ 100
328 1841 1d red-brown (NH) scarce black plate 1b, superb very fine used example with 4 huge to massive margins
(right corner slightly uneven), and neat sock on the nose upright black MX cancel, premium and seldom seen this nice.
SG 7. One of the finest examples we have seen!
£ 240
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329 1841 1d red-brown on blued paper (LK) number 12 in Maltese Cross, superb very fine used example with 4 close
to large margins and neat black strike of upright No.11 in MX cancel, premium example. SG 8m. Cat £350. £ 120
330 1841 1d red-brown (QL) number 2 in Maltese Cross, superb very fine used example with 4 good to huge margins
and neat sock on the nose almost upright black No.2 in MX cancel, premium and seldom seen this nice. SG 8m.
£ 75
331 1841 2d blue (EA) fine used neat 498 numeral of Manchester and 4 good to massive margins, premium example,
fine, SG 14 Cat £90.
£ 28
332 1861 Queen Victoria 2d blue plate 8 on Edinburgh JA 14 61 numeral 131 duplex addressed to Thurso with
receiving cds on reverse. SG 45
£ 20
333 1864 Queen Victoria one shilling green plate 1 on front with London boxed De 16 64. SG 90.

£ 45

334 1864-79 1d rose-red plate 216 fine hinged mint, slightly centred NW, nice clean example, SG 43. Cat £95.
£ 20

335 1865-67 Circular Delivery Stamps, a duplicated group of REPRINTS unused or mint issues for different areas
with up to 20+ of each value TAKEN TOTALLY 'AS IS' with many reprints noted includes Birmingham ½d blue,
Dundee 1d yellow-green, 6d red, National (no face value in green or brown-red), London 3d yellow, London ½d blue,
Metropolitan 9d grey, etc, intr lot. Values above 1d were not issued.
£ 30
336 1877 4d sage-green plate 16 a nice fine used example with part numeral cancel, sound SG 153 Cat £300.
£ 30

337 1877 ½d Pink Embossed Certificate of Posting form unused in very fine condition, punch hole from form binding
and imprint G & S [404] 15,000 10/77. Superb & scarce in such good condition. H & G W1.
£ 100
338 1884 4d green a nice and sound fine used example with barred dumb circle cancels, neatly struck, nice colour,
SG 192. Cat £210.
£ 28
339 1887 1½d dull purple and pale green attractive and fresh unmounted mint example, fine, SG 198 (Spec K29 (2)
).
£ 18
340 1887 1½d pale dull purple and pale green attractive and fresh unmounted mint example, fine, SG 198 (Spec K29
(1)).
£ 18
341 1887 2½d purple on blue attractive and fresh unmounted mint example, fine, SG Spec K31 (2)).

£ 12

342 1887 3d purple on yellow attractive and fresh unmounted mint example, fine, SG Spec K32 (1)). SG 202.
£ 25

343 1887 9d dull purple & blue attractive and fresh unmounted mint example, fine, SG Spec K38 (1)). SG 209.
£ 75
344 1888 Die II 5d dull purple and blue attractive and fresh unmounted mint example showing DAMAGED VALUE
TABLETS variety, gum bend otherwise fine, SG Spec K36 (1)c). SG 205a var.
£ 100
345 1892 4½d green & dull scarlet block of 4 attractive and fresh unmounted mint example, fine, SG Spec K34 (4)).
£ 50
346 1902 £1 dull blue-green sound used with GUERNSEY part CDS, 10 perfs are clipped along the top, otherwise
nice example, SG 266 Cat £825.
£ 150
347 1902 10s ultramarine a nice sound used example with rubber IPSWICH CDS cancel, odd blunt perfs but lovely
colour, a nice example, SG 265. Cat £500.
£ 75
348 1906 Two King Edward VII 2½d blue on covers from the American Express Company London to Maryland
USA. Note slight tear in one.
£ 10
349 1910-35 A selection of approx. forty postcards with King George V stamps mostly ½d greens and 1d reds.
Included XXXXX passed by censor cancels.
£ 20
350 1911 (12 Sept) First UK Aerial Post scarlet printed envelope bearing 1d red Mackennal tied FIRST UNITED
KINGDOM / AERIAL POST / LONDON CDS cancel with Aerial Post illus h/s in red on reverse, mainly fine.
£ 100
351 1911 (9 Sept) First UK Aerial Post green printed postcard bearing ½d green Mackennal tied FIRST UNITED
KINGDOM / AERIAL POST / LONDON CDS cancel with THE FINANCIAL OUTLOOK advert on reverse, nice
First Day use, mainly fine.
£ 85
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352 1913 Parcel Post LEEDS receipt (faults) bearing EDVII 2/6 and GV 6d purple both tied WEST PARK CDS
cancels.
£ 22
353 1915 De La Rue & Co 2/6 grey-brown fresh unmounted mint left hand marginal example very well centred and
sound SG 407, Cat £400.
£ 150
354 1918 Bradbury 2/6 chocolate-brown fresh mounted mint well centred example on ribbed paper (showing laid
paper appearance) few examples were printed in 1921-22, SG 414, Spec N65v Cat £400. Scarce.
£ 150
355 1918 Bradbury 2/6 pale brown clean mounted mint example, fine fresh appearance, SG 415a Cat £175. £ 50
356 1918 Bradbury 2/6 pale brown nice unmounted mint example, fine fresh appearance, SG 415a Cat £175.
£ 75

357 1919 Field Post Office T.W.5 Anzac western front operations postcard.

£ 10

358 1924 3d violet bottom marginal control (Imperf) N30 showing right 3 broken variety, listed in SG Spec N38 (d).
Cat £60.
£ 28
359 1924 Wembley 1d scarlet horizontal mint pair with left stamp showing TAIL TO N OF EXHIBITION variety,
fine, SG Spec. NCom1c. Cat £150 mint.
£ 75
360 1924-26 Control singles, pairs and strips of 3 for a good range of different in a small stockbook including ½d
green (8), 1d red (7), 1½d red-brown (4), 2d orange (2), 2½d blue N30 I., 4d (G27 I), 5d (A24 & K29), 6d Harrison
(3), 6d Somerset (E.26 I), 9d olive (X35), 1s brown (P31), some mixed condition but good catalogue value and useful
lot.
£ 60
361 1929 £1 Postal Union Congress very fine used example, nice corner CDS, SG 438.

£ 380

362 1929 Postal Union Congress 1½d purple-brown L29 (I) corner marginal control strip of 3 unmounted mint (perf
split down left stamp) showing additional blob on ES variety (possibly different state), only listed on coil strips
(sideways) interesting variety, SG NCom7f, var.
£ 100
363 1929 Postal Union Congress 1d scarlet unmounted mint (gum wrinkles and bends) right corner marginal L29
control block of 4 with top right stamp showing broken wreath variety, scarce positional piece, SG Spec NCom6d Cat
£200 mint. (Double to triple for unmounted).
£ 250
364 1929 Postal Union Congress 1d scarlet unmounted mint PAIR with right stamp showing CO Joined variety, nice
positional piece, SG Spec NCom6e Cat £225 mint. (Double to triple for unmounted).
£ 200
365 1929 UPU Congress 1d scarlet in an attractive bottom right K29 Control block of 6 with centre top hinged mint,
remaining unmounted mint showing Broken Wreath at Left variety (R19/12, top right stamp of the block U/M) Very
nice positional piece, scarce, SG Spec NCom 6d.
£ 250
366 1934 ½d green Intermediate format bottom left corner marginal block of 4 cylinder 4 no dot showing 3 or V34
control printed mostly omitted, (Perf type 4 - 2 holes bottom margin) unmounted mint. Errors of the nature are rarely
offered, scarce & unique! SG 439 var.
£ 250
367 1934 Re-engraved 2/6 chocolate-brown lightly mounted mint right hand marginal example, with fine fresh
appearance, SG 450 Cat £80.
£ 28
368 1936 1½d red-brown booklet pane of 6 mint / mainly unmounted mint block of 4 with watermark inverted & two
advertising panes, COME ON THE TELEPHONE NOW, slight gum foxing otherwise cat £100.
£ 25
369 1936 Photo. 5d deep yellow brown in an attractive top right corner marginal block of 6 unmounted mint with C
marginal imprint. SG N59 (2) Cat £78.
£ 30
370 1937 Coronation 1½d Maroon bottom marginal unmounted mint block of 6 with top left stamp showing SPUR
TO A OF MAY variety, odd tone otherwise clear and fine, SG Spec QCom1e. Cat £30 mint.
£ 15
371 1937 Coronation 1½d Maroon fine used CDS showing comet flaw variety, clear and fine, SG Spec QCom1d. Cat
£60 mint.
£ 30
372 1937 Coronation 1½d Maroon right hand marginal unmounted mint showing comet flaw variety, clear and fine,
SG Spec QCom1d. Cat £60 mint.
£ 35
373 1937-47 set of 5 with sideways watermark variety unmounted mint, fine, SG 462a/466a cat £170.
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£ 68

374 1940 Stamp Centenary 2½d ultramarine vertical strip of 3 bottom corner marginal control G40 unmounted mint
with last stamp showing RETOUCH TO KING'S FACE AND HAIR variety, fine, SG Spec. QCom6b cat £50 mint.
£ 28
375 1941-42 New colours set of 3 with sideways watermark variety unmounted mint, fine, SG 486a, 488a, 489a. Cat
£48.
£ 20
376 1943 Six King George VI 2½d blues on Transatlantic Air Service censored cover to the USA, with circular large
black cancels. Plus KGVI 1/-+3d with similar cancel.
£ 18
377 1946 Field Post Office 170 cancel used in Egypt addressed to London.

£ 10

378 1946 Field Post Office 20 cancel used in France post war in 'mop up operations'.

£ 10

379 1946 Field Post Office 696 cancel used in India addressed to London cover.

£ 10

380 1946 Field Post Office inverted cancel with Malta return address on back addressed to England.

£ 10

381 1946 German prisoner of war postcard posted from GB camp at Ledsham Hall Little Sutton addressed to French
Zone in Germany.
£ 20
382 1946 King George VI 11 June Victory set of two on first day cover. Note some toning spots. SG 491-492
£ 20

383 1946 Victory 3d violet vertical pair unmounted mint showing Seven Berries variety on bottom stamp, fine, SG
Spec. QCom9b cat £50 mint.
£ 28
384 1948 Olympic Games 3d violet bottom left corner cylinder (1 no dot) block of 6 mint / unmounted mint showing
CROWN FLAW & HOOKED 3 varieties fine, SG Spec. QCom15a & c. Cat £55 mint (More for u/m).
£ 28
385 1948 Olympic Games 3d violet unmounted mint showing CROWN FLAW variety, fine, SG Spec. QCom15a.
Cat £75 mint (More for u/m).
£ 38
386 1948 Olympic Games set of 4 on illustrated long cover sent airmail to S. Africa tied neat OLYMPIC GAMES
WEMBLEY slogan cancel, couple of postal markings otherwise fine.
£ 20
387 1948 Royal Silver Wedding bottom left corner cylinder (1 no dot) block of 4 unmounted mint showing sheet
number alongside margin. SG Spec. QCom11. Cat £200 as mint cylinder block.
£ 100
388 1951 (3 May) Plain unaddressed envelope bearing GVI set of 5 new colour defins and Festival of Britain set of
2 all tied first day from BARR HILL WEMBLEY CDS cancels, fine.
£ 20
389 1951 Festival High Values set of 4 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 509/512. Cat £100.

£ 30

390 1951 Festival of Britain illustrated first day cover with 2½d scarlet and 4d ultramarine. SG 513-514.

£ 16

391 1951 Forces Letter cancelled Maritime Mail with HM Ships in Korean waters from HMS Kenya, no message
inside.
£ 10
392 1952 Registered London typed cover with KGVI 6d+½d addressed to Canada with receiving cds.

£ 10

393 1953 Queen Elizabeth II illustrated first day cover with set of four addressed to USA with receiving cds on
reverse. SG 532-535.
£ 25
394 1953 Queen Elizabeth II June 3 1953 Coronation set of four on Kensington registered cover. SG 532-535.
£ 25

395 1953 Queen Elizabeth II June 3 1953 Coronation set of four on London registered cover. SG 532-535. £ 25
396 1954 Salvaged Mail Aircraft Crash Prestwick 25 12 54 cachet on small piece of cover recovered from plane
addressed to New York USA. Enclosed in On Her Britannic Majesty's Service cover addressed to same address in New
York. The crash on Christmas day killed 28 of the 36 passengers. Please Handle with care.
£ 65
397 1958 British Empire and Commonwealth Games set of three on registered 18 July 1958 first day cover. SG 567569.
£ 25
398 1960's Nine registered covers with QEII stamps. Includes from the Open Golf Championship mobile post office
12 July 1968, and Wimbledon All England Tennis Championship 1968 and 1969.
£ 30
399 1960's slogan postmarks in album, includes 1957 world scouts jubilee.
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£8

400 1960's-70's A large selection of approx. fifteen hundred Queen Elizabeth II covers with special events and slogan
postmarks. Includes 1972 The Royal Green Jackets, 1972 National trust for Scotland cruises, 1974 HMS Conqueror
and 1967 Blood Donors Save Lives. A massive amount to sort out.
£ 150
401 1960's-70's A large selection of approx. fourteen hundred Queen Elizabeth II covers with special events and
slogan postmarks and first day covers. Includes 175th anniversary of the Siege of Malta, 1974 massed bands concert
Royal Albert Hall, 1981 Concorde air display, 1981 Duke of Edinburgh's award. Massive amount to sort through.
£ 140
402 1960's-70's A massive collection of approx. one thousand five hundred covers with mostly Queen Elizabeth II
low value stamps. These have event cancels includes, 1970 World Sand Yacht Championship St. Annes, 1970
Darlington Show. Also included approx. sixty covers posted on RMS. Queen Elizabeth 2 some with Eire stamps. Also
a number of Posted at Army and Navy events including 1986 commemorating the loss of HMS Hood. Lots of 1960's
slogan cancels A lot to sort through with excellent post mark interest.
£ 150
403 1960-61 Book containing approx. 30 Pitney-Bowes machine cancels on pieces. Also Military postmarks of W.W.I
in typed folder with information about double ring and colonial cancels.
£ 20
404 1964 Queen Elizabeth II 3d violet on typed cover to 5057 Canadian Forces with French postage due.
405 1964 Shakespeare Festival set of five on typed first day cover addressed to USA SG 646-650

£ 10
£8

406 1966 Book containing 30 covers and pieces with Queen Elizabeth II stamps relating to the Football World Cup.
Covers relating to fixtures includes July 13th Hungary versus Portugal in Manchester. Rare to have this information
in same place.
£ 35
407 1966-69 Thirty-five Queen Elizabeth II covers cancelled with R.A.F. Stations includes 1967 Greenwood Camp
Meriden, 1968 Airs Station Brawdy and 1966 Packington Park.
£ 20
408 1968 Fourteen covers with Queen Elizabeth 2d lake brown addressed to Birmingham 11 with 2d black postage
due two with 1d postage due and other 1d more to pay cachet plus three fronts with 2d postage due and two other
covers 1960+1964.
£ 20
409 1969 Investiture Harrison & Sons Ltd printed presentation card with set of 5 affixed to the card by neat hinges
with a nice printed write up about the production of each stamp, these were issued by Harrison & Sons who printed
these folded cards as pre-issue publicity or presentation purposes so small numbers were prepared and distributed, ex
John Harley Harrisons archivist.
£ 28
410 1969-1975 First Day Cotswold or Philart covers range each set cancelled by either FPO 783 CDS or
FINNINGLEY RAF FPO CDS cancels, mainly unaddressed and some curling or tones otherwise nice group, approx
40.
£ 20
411 1971 Six covers from the Postal strike of January and February 1971, includes QEII cover with two ½p coins,
1971 Southampton strike post and rare presentation pack (no cellophane) from Manchester.
£ 25
412 1971 Six Souvenir of the London International Stamp Exhibition emergency strike post mail covers. One cover
has USA invert facsimile and Staffa another has inland letter service stamp. Stated that only 100 were issued. £ 25
413 1989 Harrison & Sons printed presentation cards for 6 different Commem sets (incl special Birds folder) each
affixed to the card by neat hinges with a nice printed write up about the production of each set and stamp, these were
issued by Harrisons who printed these folded cards as pre-issue publicity or presentation purposes so small numbers
were prepared and distributed, ex John Harley Harrisons archivist. Useful opportunity. (6 diff).
£ 30
414 1991 Harrison & Sons printed presentation cards for 6 different Commem sets each affixed to the card by neat
hinges with a nice printed write up about the production of each set and stamp, these were issued by Harrisons who
printed these folded cards as pre-issue publicity or presentation purposes so small numbers were prepared and
distributed, ex John Harley Harrisons archivist. Useful opportunity. (6 diff).
£ 30
415 1992 Harrison & Sons printed presentation cards for 8 different Commem sets each affixed to the card by neat
hinges with a nice printed write up about the production of each set and stamp, these were issued by Harrisons who
printed these folded cards as pre-issue publicity or presentation purposes so small numbers were prepared and
distributed, ex John Harley Harrisons archivist. Useful opportunity. (8 diff).
£ 40
416 1992-2011 FIRST DAY COVERS Collection of official covers with typed addresses for most issues and
miniature sheets for the period, housed in three Royal Mail overfull binders with many nice sets, miniature sheets and
NVI panes of ten etc, huge qty.
£ 50
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417 1993 Harrison & Sons printed presentation cards for 5 different Commem sets each affixed to the card by neat
hinges with a nice printed write up about the production of each set and stamp, these were issued by Harrisons who
printed these folded cards as pre-issue publicity or presentation purposes so small numbers were prepared and
distributed, ex John Harley Harrisons archivist. Useful opportunity. (5 diff).
£ 25
418 1993 Harrison & Sons printed presentation cards for 6 different Commem sets each affixed to the card by neat
hinges with a nice printed write up about the production of each set and stamp, these were issued by Harrisons who
printed these folded cards as pre-issue publicity or presentation purposes so small numbers were prepared and
distributed, ex John Harley Harrisons archivist. Useful opportunity. (6 diff).
£ 30
419 1994 Harrison & Sons printed presentation cards for 6 different Commem sets each affixed to the card by neat
hinges with a nice printed write up about the production of each set and stamp, these were issued by Harrisons who
printed these folded cards as pre-issue publicity or presentation purposes so small numbers were prepared and
distributed, ex John Harley Harrisons archivist. Useful opportunity. (6 diff).
£ 30
420 1995 Harrison & Sons printed presentation cards for 4 different Commem sets each affixed to the card by neat
hinges with a nice printed write up about the production of each set and stamp, these were issued by Harrisons who
printed these folded cards as pre-issue publicity or presentation purposes so small numbers were prepared and
distributed, ex John Harley Harrisons archivist. Useful opportunity. (4 diff).
£ 20
421 1995 Harrison & Sons printed presentation cards for 6 different Commem sets each affixed to the card by neat
hinges with a nice printed write up about the production of each set and stamp, these were issued by Harrisons who
printed these folded cards as pre-issue publicity or presentation purposes so small numbers were prepared and
distributed, ex John Harley Harrisons archivist. Useful opportunity. (6 diff).
£ 30
422 1997 Harrison & Sons printed presentation cards for 4 different Commem sets each affixed to the card by neat
hinges with a nice printed write up about the production of each set and stamp, these were issued by Harrisons who
printed these folded cards as pre-issue publicity or presentation purposes so small numbers were prepared and
distributed, ex John Harley Harrisons archivist. Useful opportunity. (4 diff).
£ 20
423 1998 De La Rue printed presentation card with Diana strip of 5 affixed to the card by neat hinges with a nice
printed write up about the production of each stamp, these were issued by De La Rue who printed these folded cards
as pre-issue publicity or presentation purposes so small numbers were prepared and distributed, ex John Harley
Harrisons archivist. Scarce in this format.
£ 40
424 1998 De La Rue printed presentation cards for 5 different Commem sets (includes Diana strip of 5, scarce in this
format) each affixed to the card by neat hinges with a nice printed write up about the production of each set and stamp,
these were issued by De La Rue who printed these folded cards as pre-issue publicity or presentation purposes so small
numbers were prepared and distributed, ex John Harley Harrisons archivist. Useful opportunity. (5 diff).
£ 75
425 1999 De La Rue printed presentation cards for 6 different Commem sets (incl Millennium series) each affixed
to the card by neat hinges with a nice printed write up about the production of each set and stamp, these were issued
by De La Rue who printed these folded cards as pre-issue publicity or presentation purposes so small numbers were
prepared and distributed, ex John Harley Harrisons archivist. Useful opportunity. (6 diff).
£ 30
426 1999 De La Rue & Sons printed presentation cards for Millennium long set of 24 sets each affixed to six cards
by neat hinges with a nice printed write up about the production of each set and stamp, these were issued by Harrisons
who printed these folded cards as pre-issue publicity or presentation purposes so small numbers were prepared and
distributed, ex John Harley Harrisons archivist. Useful opportunity. (6 diff).
£ 30
427 2000 De La Rue printed presentation cards for 5 different Commem sets (incl Millennium series & Timekeeper
miniature sheet, scarce in this format) each affixed to the card by neat hinges with a nice printed write up about the
production of each set and stamp, these were issued by De La Rue who printed these folded cards as pre-issue publicity
or presentation purposes so small numbers were prepared and distributed, ex John Harley Harrisons archivist. Useful
opportunity. (5 diff).
£ 60
428 2001 De La Rue printed presentation cards for 5 different Commem sets (includes England country defins to 65p)
each affixed to the card by neat hinges with a nice printed write up about the production of each set and stamp, these
were issued by De La Rue who printed these folded cards as pre-issue publicity or presentation purposes so small
numbers were prepared and distributed, ex John Harley Harrisons archivist. Useful opportunity. (5 diff).
£ 25
429 2002 De La Rue printed presentation cards for 5 different Commem sets each affixed to the card by neat hinges
with a nice printed write up about the production of each set and stamp, these were issued by De La Rue who printed
these folded cards as pre-issue publicity or presentation purposes so small numbers were prepared and distributed, ex
John Harley Harrisons archivist. Useful opportunity. (5 diff).
£ 25
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430 2003 Queen's Coronation NVI pane of 10 1st class in a De La Rue printed presentation card, (scarce in this
format) each affixed to the card by neat hinges with a nice printed write up about the production of each set and stamp,
these were issued by De La Rue who printed these folded cards as pre-issue publicity or presentation purposes so small
numbers were prepared and distributed, ex John Harley Harrisons archivist. Useful opportunity.
£ 25
431 2004-2010 FIRST DAY COVERS Collection of official covers with mostly typed address for most issues and
miniature sheets for the period, housed in an overfull binder with many nice sets and includes Machins, NVI panes incl
Woodland Creatures, prestige booklet panes, Castles M/S, etc, approx 130 different.
£ 50
432 2010-2011 FIRST DAY COVERS Collection of official covers with typed address for most issues and miniature
sheets for the period, housed in a binder with many nice sets Cats & Dogs, Beatles, NVI panes, Machins, London 2010
M/S, Winnie The Pooh, Amazon M/S, Thunderbirds 3D M/S etc, approx 50 different.
£ 25
433 2017 HM 65th Anniv. of Accession First Day Cover of £5 high value definitive in the same design as original
1977 issue tied special Windsor 6-2-2017 cancel, unaddressed Benham limited edition to 750 FDCs. Fine.
£ 20
434 A large selection of approx. five hundred Queen Elizabeth II covers with special events postmarks. Includes 1977
Manchester City versus Widzew Lodz in UEFA cup, 1977 Royal Engineers Mobile display team, 1977 Queen's Silver
Jubilee from various towns and 1977 Lifeboat Week from various towns. a lot to sort through.
£ 50
435 A selection of approx. 45 Queen Victoria covers and wrappers, including 1d pinks, 1900 Trowbridge squared
circle, 1899 Halifax with ½d vermilion and 1880 Leeds Duplex.
£ 30
436 A selection of approx. fifty covers, postcards and wrappers. Includes ½d and 3d on cover to Germany, 1907
Broadstairs Station cancel on ½d green, NT machine cancel on cover to Prussia very good postmark interest. £ 30
437 A selection of approx. fifty covers, postcards and wrappers. Includes ½d green on unposted cover to Newcastle,
1916 postal stationery 3d on registered Norwood cover, mixed selection with various stamps and good postmark
interest.
£ 30
438 A selection of eighteen Queen Victoria covers, postcards and fronts. Includes 1899 front with four 2½d Jubilee
stamps addressed to Prussia, 1859 6d lilac from Manchester to New Brunswick and 1899 postcard with ½d vermilion
to Switzerland. Plus 1d red imperf 1851 with straight line Carlisle Street Hull (blurred).
£ 25
439 A selection of forty-five covers and postcards mostly KGVI and QEII although KEVII 1d unused postcard, 1951
cover to USA carried on R.M.S. Queen Elizabeth, 150th anniversary of Keats death and KGV postcard of Post Bridge
Dartmoor.
£ 25
440 A selection of nine pre-stamp entires. Includes 1808 Glasgow to Edinburgh with 6 mark, 1820 boxed Linlithgow
to Edinburgh and 1836 Leith to Dunfermline with 6 mark.
£ 30
441 A selection of ten Queen Elizabeth II postal stationery including reply cards and postcards. Plus eight 1975 used
Robert Burns air letters and six QEII 1950's covers.
£ 20
442 Accumulation in a BOX with mainstream collections incl nice Windsor album, stockbooks with duplicated mint
& used, GVI mint in blocks, 1960s commem incl blocks mint etc, 1000s.
£ 50
443 Approx. 125 covers and postcards with about 80 Queen Elizabeth II early 1960's plus 45 King George VI. Mixed
selection various stamps and postmark interest.
£ 12
444 Book containing approx. 45 covers and postcards containing British Postal Stationery. Includes Queen Victoria
1d brown postcards, King Edward VII embossed covers, Q.V. ½d cards with Edinburgh 131 Duplexes and QEII 46th
Parliamentary Conference air letters.
£ 20
445 CARTON with an all periods mint and used accumulation including collections in Westminster binders noted QV
1880 1d lilac (2) mint controls, GV mint control (2), various mainstream collections in albums and on leaves, couple
special p.packs, Guernsey 1940 Cent. 2d orange bisect cover, Freefrank, other postal history etc.
£ 50
446 EMPTY YEAR BOOKS heavy box of twenty nine yearbooks all without stamps, mainly in good condition.
Expensive new. (29).
£ 10
447 FIRST DAY COVERS Accumulation in a box with 1980s-1990s in several cover albums plus more modern
issues 1990s onwards many handwritten addresses, others are official covers with nice cancels etc, 100s, heavy box.
£ 50
448 FIRST DAY COVERS Accumulation in a box with 1980s-2000s in several cover albums plus more modern
issues 1990s onwards to 2008 later dates are typed official covers, some also handwritten addresses, good quantity and
high retail, heavy box.
£ 50
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449 FIRST DAY COVERS - Accumulation in a heavy box with good ranges of 1970s to modern including 1980s
high values to £1.60, 1999-2009 small format high value Machin sets to £5, 1993 £10 Britannia, many nice sets,
miniature sheets, booklet panes, Greetings panes, etc, huge retail potential, 100s.
£ 100
450 FIRST DAY COVERS Collection of official covers with plain, written or printed addresses for many different
issues 1967-1990s in various binders with many nice sets, special cancels etc, huge qty.
£ 50
451 Five Queen Victoria large unused registered letters valued at 2d. Unusual items but note that have toning.
£ 20

452 Four Queen Victoria covers with 1d reds imperf cancelled with Maltese cross cancels. Reverse of covers has
Campden, Leeds, Halifax and Shipston on Stour CDS.
£ 20
453 Great Britain Elizabeth II mixed mostly unused 1960's selection and thirty 1970'S first day covers.

£ 15

454 Great Britain Elizabeth II selection of approx. 150 covers from the 1960's cancelled Southend, Southgate and
Southport.
£ 15
455 LARGE Shoebox with a QV to modern accumulation in packets, on cards, loose, envelopes, al sorts here in GV
bundleware (100s), QEII Wilding coil join pairs on Hagner, a few Harrison presentation cards, mint QV 1883 5s rose
used, 1887 jubilee values, EDVII vals to 5s used, GV part sets mint to better values, postage dues, some covers, etc,
an eclectic mix, great sorter lot, with good cat value. 100s.
£ 150
456 Selection of thirty five covers with GB postage due includes 1959 from Llanrwst with 1d and 5d, plus a number
of military covers includes Maritime Mail and MOD registered cover to Buxton, interesting selection.
£ 25
GREAT BRITAIN - CHANNEL IS
457 Accumulation in a BOX with useful 1970-1990s mint & unmounted mint collections for Jersey, Guernsey,
Alderney in various albums and binders, also few FDCs etc, heavy box, high face value, 100s.
£ 50
GREAT BRITAIN - ISLE OF MAN
458 1844 (26 Oct) Entire Ramsey to Dumfries bearing 1d red imperf tied part 407 numeral and Ramsey / Isle of Man
two line boxed handstamp in black alongside ISLE OF MAN dated double arc in black, faults and tears but nice strikes
of the IOM cancels.
£ 100

459 1849 (17 Sept) Entire Letter Thornhill to Douglas manuscript Paid & '2' charge mark with Ramsey / Isle of Man
single undated handstamp in blue alongside DOUGLAS ISLE OF MAN dated double arc in blue mainly fine and
decent strikes of the IOM cancels.
£ 125
GREAT BRITAIN - JERSEY
460 Selection of eighteen covers and postcards, includes ten 1940's (one has toning) 1948 Liberation 10 May first day
cover and 1958 regional issue fdc.
£ 25
GREAT BRITAIN - OFFICIALS
461 Album page with a used assembly of different departments mainly low values but including Govt Parcels 1887
6d (SG O66 cat £75), 1900 EDVII 1s (SG O78 cat £300), Army; 1901 QV 6d used (SG O45 cat £60), plus good range
of ½d & 1d low values. (40 + pair).
£ 50

462 Office of Works: 1902 EDVII 2d Yellowish Green and carmine very fine used example, SG O38. Cat £450.
£ 90
GREECE
463 A selection of twenty-five 1960's first day covers some have duplicates.

£ 15

GUATEMALA
464 1942 Cover with 1c+2c and bisected 2c from the British Legation addressed to New York USA. Enclosed 1942
postcard from Brooklyn to the British Legation.
£ 15
HAITI
465 1881-1933 Old time collection on Ideal printed leaves with much useful material incl 1881 to 20c, 1887 to 5c,
1891 palm trees, 1904 Jubilee set m, 1904 to 50c m, 1906 surcharges (9), 1914 surcharges (13), defins and commems
to 1933 etc, mainly sound. (110+).
£ 40
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HONG KONG
466 1863 Wmk CC 12c pale blue hinged mint with hinge remains, very fresh frontal appearance, SG 12a.

£ 12

467 1880 48c brown a nice fine used example with part S! duplex, sound, SG 31 Cat £110.

£ 38

468 1898 $1 on 96c grey-black part original gum with heavy hinge example, few minor tones otherwise sound, SG
52a Cat £200 mint.
£ 40
469 Postal Fiscal: 1890 2c dull purple CDS used, red crayon line on left side otherwise sound, SG F8.

£ 12

470 Queen Victoria unused UPU reply postcard 3c with 4 cents overprint in red in very good condition. Plus QV 1c
overprint on 4c postcard and 1c overprint on 5c postcard. Plus QV 4c overprint on 3c.
£ 25
HUNGARY
471 1871-1936 Old time collection on Ideal printed leaves with much useful material incl 1871 to 25k lilac (2 cat
£280), 1888 to 3fo used, 1913 Flood Charity set, top values CDS used (cat £115), 1915 War Charity, 1918 air 1k50
on 75f mint, 1919 Marx set m, 1920 Harvest ovpt 20 values mint to 10k, 1921 Madonna set, 1925 Jokai set m, 1925
Sports Assoc set 8 mint, 1936 Air 8 vals to 5p used, few occupations, back of the book etc, mainly sound. (415+).
Huge cat value in excess of £1180.
£ 275

472 1932 10p brown Madonna & Child top value fine used full CDS cancel of SALGOTARJAN, fine, SG 538 Cat
£100.
£ 28
ICELAND
473 1876-1936 Old time collection on Ideal printed leaves with much useful material incl 1876 16a mint, 40a green
used (cat £225), 1885 20a grey-blue CDS (cat £60), 40a mauve mint (cat £55), 50a red & blue mint (cat £90), 100a
mint (cat £85), 1907 1k used (cat £60), 1911-12 Sigurdsson to 50a mint, 1920 9 vals to 30a mint, 1930 Parliament to
40a mint, 10a air blue m, 1931 Gullfoss set used etc, mainly sound. (120). Huge cat value in excess of £1550+.
£ 280

474 1934 Airmail set of 6 fine used corner CDS cancels, fine, SG 208/213 Cat £81.

£ 15

475 1939 New York World's Fair set of 4 hinged mint, fine, SG 238/241. Cat £67.

£ 15

476 1940 New York World's Fair set of 4 overprinted 1940 unmounted mint, fine, SG 257/260. Cat £136.

£ 45

477 1948 HEKLA 1947 set of 7 to 10k violet hinged mint, fine, SG 280/6 Cat £90.

£ 20

478 1950 Definitive pictorial set to 5kr green hinged mint, fine, SG 296/307 Cat £148.

£ 30

479 1952 Death of Bjornsson set of 4 hinged mint, fine, SG 313/6 Cat £59.

£ 15

480 1956 Power Plants & Waterfalls set of 8 hinged mint, fine, SG 335/342. Cat £70.

£ 16

INDIA
481 1931-35 Unmounted mint sets for 1931 Inauguration and 1935 Silver Jubilee, odd tones otherwise sound, SG
226/231, 240/6. Cat £62.
£ 20

482 1943 King George V 9p on cover to RAF pilot in Pakistan then readdressed to England.

£ 10

483 1947-64 Two books containing stamps of India mounted to pages. Includes 1963 centenary of Red cross block
of four, 1962 centenary of Indian high courts blocks of four three values and 1946 Victory set.
£ 20
484 1948 (15 Aug) First Anniversary of Independence Ghandi low values set of 3 to 12a on illustrated First Day
Cover tied KULTI CDS with typed address and Burdwan arrival backstamp, fine.
£ 60
485 A selection of thirty covers postcards and aerogrammes. Includes Gandhi centenary on typed cover to USA, three
unused aerogrammes and some King George V covers
£ 22
486 Approx. eighty covers and postcards mostly King Edward VII with many varied cancels and postmarks. Also
many stamps includes King George VI definitives plus Indian States.
£ 32
487 Book containing approx. 28 covers and pieces including, Queen Victoria unused postal stationery ½a with C.E.F.
overprint, 1935 KGV Silver Jubilee first day cover with 2½a addressed to GB, and King Edward VII postal stationery.
£ 30
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488 Commercial covers hoard from QV to GV, hundreds in a shoebox with main value in GV material including
native covers from various towns and villages, cities etc, some printed advertising or a few later book post, odd officials
on cover from University etc, interesting lot with good qty for sorting.
£ 150
INDO CHINA
489 1892-1933 Old time collection on Ideal printed leaves with much useful material incl 1892 Peace & Commerce
to 25c, 1907 to 50c, 1922 to 10c, etc, mainly sound. (70+).
£ 22

490 1950 Airmail cover from Saigon with three various stamps with 20th anniversary of liaison with Air France cachet
addressed to Paris. Plus 1948 cover with 3c and 37c addressed to Saigon.
£ 25
IRAN
491 1879-1962 Collection mainly used in a well filled Viscount springback album, huge range of sets and part sets
with many defins, commems, surcharges, overprints and airmails, values to E£1, good qty for expansion, 100s.
£ 60

492 1882-1975 Collection mainly used in a well filled Viscount springback album, huge range of sets and part sets
with many defins, commems, surcharges, overprints and airmails, good qty for expansion, 100s.
£ 60
493 1902 Group of signed earlies on an stockcard each expertised Sadi on reverse including 1902 5k on 5kr yellow
on paper (SG 210), 1902 10k handstamped in rose (2), 5c red (2), and two unoveprinted 5ch & 12c all CDS used and
signed on reverse Sadri, taken as is. Mixed but mainly sound. (7).
£ 28
IRAQ
494 Collection in a springback binder with a good run of defins and commems mint and used from 1918 to modern
noted Officials 1920 No wmk mint for 2½a on 1pi, 3a on 1½pi, 6a on 2pi (cat £48), 12a on 5pi (cat £38), 1r on 10pi
(cat £55) plus used with HYDE PARK BASRAH CDS, 2r on 25pi (cat £50), 1931 set to 5r mint (cat £100), 1932 ½d
blue f.u. (cat £75), 1949 air set m, 1949 UPU set m, hereon various defins and commems to 1970s.
£ 200
IRELAND
495 1880-1881 Five Dublin covers to Bombay each bearing 2½d ultramarine plates 17, 19 or 20, three have pairs and
other single and two singles all tied DUBLIN 186 diamond duplex type cancels sent Via Brindisi and various transit
or arrival backstamps incl SEA POST OFFICE, some faults like flap missing or partly torn other nice little group. (5).
£ 40
ISRAEL
496 1948-1983 Mainly unmounted mint collection in a well filled Schaubek hingeless printed album with good runs
of commem sets from 1953 to 1983, many complete, all tabbed, a few earlier m & u non tabbed, nice lot for expansion.
£ 150

497 A selection of covers fifty covers and postcards. With various stamps and covers includes some first day. Includes
a couple from Ministry of Posts addressed to USA.
£ 25
ITALY
498 1862-1936 Old time collection on Ideal printed leaves with much useful material incl 1863 to 2l red (cat £150)
used, 1878 official surchs 2c on 2c, 5c & 20c unused (cat £1325 mint), 1890 parcel post surchs incl 2c on 1l75 f.u.
(cat £75), surchs incl 20c on 50c used (cat £60), 1891 5l heavy used (cat £250), 1901 10l green and salmon mint (cat
£95), 1910 Garibaldi 15c red m (cat £55), 1930 Virgil top values mint (£150), 1931 St Anthony of Padua set mint (cat
£90), 1932 Dante set (cat £120), etc, mainly sound. (230). Huge cat value in excess of £1850+.
£ 350

499 1923 Fascist Black Shirt Fund set of 3 hinged mint, SG 152/4, cat £123.

£ 35

500 1951 Reconstruct Fund set of 6 to 5000d purple hinged mint, SG 692/7 Cat £290.

£ 80

JAPAN
501 1930's General Nogi 2s red on four cancelled photographic postcards of Japan.

£ 20

502 1938 First Anniversary of China Incident the Taihoku Air Strike by China postal stationery postcard unused.
£ 20
503 1938-1951 National Parks complete sets of 4 including 1938/9 fine used (cat £41), 1949 (both sets) and 1950,
1951 sets mint. STC £181.
£ 60
504 1938-55 National Parks miniature sheets for 1938 (with folder mint few gum bends), 1950 (with folder mint),
1953 (U/M) & 1955 (Fine used) mainly sound, fine lookers, Cat £241.
£ 80
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505 1947 Inauguration of New Constitution illustrated first day cover with special cancel from Tokyo. SG 451-452.
£ 20
506 1950 Air 59y red fine used group of 8 examples Green Pheasant & Pampas Grass. SG 577 Cat £136.

£ 28

507 A selection of twenty-two covers and postcards from Japan including eleven covers from the Catholic Mission
Ryukyu Islands and four unused postcards.
£ 22
KENYA, UGANDA & TANG. (K.U.T.)
508 1912-21 50r dull rose-red & greyish green, fine hinged mint key value, superb & sound, SG 61 Cat £900.
£ 450

KOREA
509 1950 50th Anniv. of UPU set of 2 hinged mint, SG 626/8. Cat £72.

£ 20

510 1956 Presidents Election 20h brown unmounted mint, fine, SG 261. Cat £120.

£ 50

511 1956 Presidents Election set of 2 hinged mint, fine, SG 261/2. Cat £175.

£ 60

LEBANON
512 1936 Air Tourist Propaganda complete set of 8 to 25p hinged mint, fine, SG 191/198 (Cat £195)

£ 65

513 1946 Victory Imperf Miniature sheet with text in blue unused as issued very fine, SG MS 311a Cat £130.
£ 40

514 1991 Hotel complete long set unmounted mint, fine, SG 5349/5369. Cat £54

£ 18

LEEWARD IS.
515 1902 Complete set of 9 hinged mint to 5s green and blue, mostly fresh & sound SG 20/28 Cat £120.

£ 50

516 1905-08 Complete set of 7 hinged mint to 1s green and carmine, mostly fresh & sound SG 29/35 Cat £200.
£ 80
517 1907-11 Complete set of 10 hinged mint to 5s green and red on yellow, mostly fresh & sound SG 36/45 Cat £130.
£ 50
518 1912-22 Complete set of 12 hinged mint to 5s green and red on yellow, mostly fresh & sound SG 46/57b Cat
£110.
£ 44
519 1921-32 Complete set of 23 hinged mint to £1, top value has paper adherence on reverse, 10s is very fresh, mostly
fresh & sound SG 58/80 Cat £450.
£ 125
520 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used mainly fine, SG 88/91.

£ 20

521 1935-1954 Mint collection of sets neatly arranged on leaves including 1935 SJ set, 1938-51 24 values including
shades and printings to £1, 1949 RSW set, 1954 set to $4.80 etc, STC £360. (57).
£ 120
LIECHTENSTEIN
522 1928 Flood Relief set of 4 unmounted mint, mainly fine, SG 80/83. Cat £122.

£ 30

LUXEMBOURG
523 1956 EUROPA set of 3 hinged mint, very fine, huge catalogue value £700. SG 609/11.

£ 75

524 1957 EUROPA set of 3 hinged mint, very fine, high catalogue value £290. SG 626/8.

£ 35

MACAU
525 1936 Air Aviao overprint set of 6 mint part original gum (gum disturbed) nice looking set, SG 359/364. Cat £90.
£ 20

526 1949 75th Anniv. of UPU 32a purple unmounted mint, SG 424 Cat £180.

£ 40

527 1952 400th Death Anniv. of St Francis Xavier set 3 hinged mint, SG 452/4 cat £80.

£ 20

528 1956 Maps set of 8 hinged mint, SG 470/477 Cat £126.

£ 30

529 1983 Medicinal Plant set of 6 unmounted mint, fine, SG 578/583.

£ 10

MALAWI
530 1971 Three flown air letters with 3/- stamp with special United Kingdom delivery service overprint. With Randall
Postal service 10p stated to be very rare.
£ 35
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MALAYAN STATES
531 Malacca: Japanese Occupation full strike in red over block of 4 2c orange Straits Settlements cancelled neat
MALACCA incomplete double ring CDS cancel, fine, SG J46 STC £300.
£ 40

532 Straits Settlements: 1867-1935 Early mint & used collection on printed Imperial leaves with better content
throughout including 1867 to 24c, 10c surchs (4), 1882 Wmk CA 4c rose mint (cat £160), 1883 5c blue mint, 12c
brown-purple mint (cat £85), 32c vermilion mint, used vals to 30c, 1883 23c on 4c heavy used (cat £100), 1891 surchs
mint, 1892-99 mint 5c brown, 5c magenta, 8c ultr., 50c mint, 1898 4c surch set 3 m, 1902 to 50c, 1904 to 50c, 1906
Straits ovpt on Labuan mint 8c, 10c, $1 (cat £88), used 50c (cat £70), 1906 to $1, GV different printings to $1, 192133 to $25 used, 1935 SJ set used, 1936 set to $1 mint etc (c170), ideal to fill those gaps. STC £1000+.
£ 150
533 Trengganu: 1910-19 Complete set of 17 values to $1 hinged mint on an album page, includes both 10c shades,
SG 1/15 Cat £85+.
£ 35
534 Trengganu: 1912 $5 green and dull purple fine hinged mint key value, couple blunt or pulled perfs otherwise
sound, SG 17 Cat £275.
£ 125
535 Trengganu: 1912-41 MCA $1 & $3 green and red on emerald mounted mint with very fresh appearance, SG 23/4
Cat £142.
£ 48
536 Trengganu: 1912-41 MSCA Complete set of 18 to $3 green and lake on green mounted mint with very fresh
appearance, SG 26/43 Cat £200.
£ 80
537 Trengganu: 1915 $3 green and red on green heavy mounted mint but with very fresh appearance, SG 16 Cat £250.
£ 100
538 Trengganu: 1921-41 $5 green and red on pale yellow fine hinged mint key value, superb & sound, SG 25 Cat
£170.
£ 80
539 Trengganu: 1922 Malaya - Borneo Exhibition Overprint $3 green and red on green hinged mint with fresh
appearance, SG 57 Cat £225.
£ 88
540 Trengganu: 1922 Malaya Borneo Exhibition overprint $5 green and dull purple fine hinged mint key value, superb
& sound, SG 58 Cat £375.
£ 185
541 Trengganu: 1922 Malaya - Borneo Exhibition Overprint set to $1 hinged mint with fresh appearance, SG 48/56
Cat £66.
£ 24
542 Trengganu: 1938 $5 green and red on pale yellow fine hinged mint key value, superb & sound, SG 44 Cat £500.
£ 225
543 Trengganu: 1948-1965 Mint collection of sets neatly arranged on leaves including 1948 RSW set, 1949-55 set
to $5, 1957-63 set to $5, etc, STC £262. (48).
£ 85
544 Trengganu: 1949 (8 Feb) Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on registered airmail envelope sent to Penang cancelled
by KUALA TRENGGANU CDS cancels. Small crease otherwise fine with various transit and arrival backstamps.
Pretty cover. SG 61/2.
£ 50
MALTA
545 Small stockbook from QV to modern with duplicated ranges mainly used including QV vals to 1s violet mainly
used, EDVII to 1s used, GV to middle values, GVI to 1s with many unchecked for varieties, QEII to 2s etc, good qty.
£ 28
MEXICO
546 1940's A selection of ten covers addressed to the United States, with various stamps and cancels.

£ 18

547 A selection of twelve covers including 1937 registered cover to USA with seven receiving cancels and 1940
registered cover with block of four 10c to USA.
£ 14
MONACO
548 1891 5f slate-green unmounted mint side gutter single (mounted on corner of gutter margin) very fine, SG 29.
£ 18

549 1948 Death Centenary of Bosio airmail set of 5 to 15f + 25f mounted mint, fine, SG 357/360. Cat £140. £ 28
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550 1960-1975 A pretty much complete run of commemorative sets in a Lindner hingeless printed album with a lovely
unmounted mint collection including many nice thematics sets, airs, art issues, setenants, noted 1959 Air set (cat £62),
Rainier precancel set 4, 1964 Air Rally set, 1968 Railway set, 1970 Animals set, Horses set, 1972 Olympics in setenant
imprint gutter block of 8, 1973 25th Anniv. M/S (cat £29), 1973 Dog Show, 1974 Europa M/S (cat £70),
Impressionists set, 1974 Defins Rainier to 20f, 1974 defins to 5.50f, 1975 Plants, precancels set, 1975 Europa M/S (Cat
£70), 1975 motor Car set etc, high cat value, clean and fine for expansion.
£ 300
MONTENEGRO
551 Italian Occupation: 1943 Air set of 6 very fine mounted mint, SG 70/75. Cat £54.

£ 18

MOROCCO AGENCIES
552 1906-1958 seventeen various covers includes KEVII 10c red wrapper unused, 1906 KEVII 10c on postcard, 1953
QEII Coronation typed fdc (some toning) and 1937 KGVI registered typed fdc.
£ 30
NAMIBIA
553 1990-4 Special presentation book given with compliments from General Manager of Postal Operations containing
unmounted mint stamps from issues of the period, nice with slipcase.
£ 20
NETHERLANDS
554 1852-1936 Old time collection on Ideal printed leaves with much useful material incl 1852 imperf set used (nice
4 margin copies), 1867 25c & 50c gold used (cat £365), 1869 set used (cat £345), 1872 set to 2g50 used (cat £335),
1876 set, 1891-4 Q. Wilhelmina mint for 3c, 5c, 7½, 10c (2 shades), 12½c, unused for 15c, 20c, 22½c, 25c & 50c (50c
bistre cat £800 mint, unused without gum), 1898 12 values mostly mint to 17½c, 25c, 30c, 40c, 60c, 1906 TB set mint
(cat £118), 1913 Indep. set to 25c m, 50c to 5g yellow used (cat £183), 1921 set 3 mint (cat £80), 1920 surch 2.50 on
10g (Cent.) used cat £170, 1923 Culture Fund set m, 1928 Olympic Games set m (cat £78),1931 Gouda set 2 m (cat
£58),1932 Tourist set m (cat £120), 1933 Seamen's Fund set m etc, mainly sound. (260+). Huge cat value in excess
of £3700.
£ 500

555 1867 Die I 50c gold very fine used neat dotted cancellation, mainly very fine and sound, SG 16.

£ 40

556 1869 2½c mauve fine used neat CDS cancel, sound, SG 62 cat £100.

£ 18

557 1888 22½c blue-green fine used corner CDS example, sound, SG 86.

£ 20

558 1920 Surcharge 2.50 on 10g orange Wilhelmina fine used CDS cancel, fine, SG 236 Cat £170.

£ 50

559 1920 Surcharge 2.50 on 10g orange William I fine used two CDS cancels, one weak corner bend otherwise fine,
SG 237 Cat £170.
£ 50
560 1923 25th Anniv. of Queen's Accession 2½g black fine used decent CDS example, sound, SG 268. Cat £350.
£ 65
561 1923 25th Anniv. of Queen's Accession 5g blue fine used decent CDS example, sound, SG 269. Cat £300.
£ 50

562 1924 Int. Philatelic Ex. set of 3 10c, 15c & 35c mint / unmounted mint, SG 290/2 Cat £190.

£ 35

563 1947 Queen Wilhelmina 5g olive hinged mint, fresh and fine, SG 260 Cat £170.

£ 28

564 1950 Bombed Churches Rebuiklding Fund set of 4 fine used CDS cancels, SG 720/4. Cat £70.

£ 15

565 1952 Int. Stamp Ex. Utrecht set of 4 mounted mint, SG 757a/757d Cat £148.

£ 32

566 A selection of approx. fifty Netherlands covers with various stamps and postmark interest.

£ 12

NETHERLANDS - COLONIES
567 Antilles: 1951 Child Welfare set hinged mint, fine, SG 331/335 Cat £85.

£ 18

568 Antilles: 1952 Seaman's Welfare Fund set 5 hinged mint, fine, SG 336/340 Cat £87.

£ 16

569 Curacao: 1934 300th Anniv. of Dutch Colonization complete set of 17 to 2g50 heavily mounted mint, fine, SG
137/153. Cat £340.
£ 60
570 Curacao: 1941 Air Prince Bernhard Fund set of 8 hinged mint, fine, SG 175/182. Cat £368.
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£ 75

571 Dutch Indies: 1870-1935 Old time collection on Ideal printed leaves with much useful material incl 1870 set to
2g50 mainly used,1883 set m & u, 1892 set to 2g50 used, 1899-1900 surcharge set used, 1908 Java ovpt to 50c used,
1908 Buiten ovpt set to 50c mint, 1912 ½c to 30c, & 1g mint, 1915 Red X set m, 1928 airmail surcharge set m, range
of defins to top values etc, mainly sound. (110).
£ 125
572 Indies: 1908 Java overprint set 18 mainly fine used to 2½g grey top value, 22½c is mint, mainly sound long set,
SG 142/159. Cat £125.
£ 32
573 Indies: 1923 Queen's Jubilee set of 7 fine used, 2½g & 5g top values fine, SG 296/302 Cat £294.

£ 68

574 New Guinea: 1950-52 complete set of 21 to 5g green hinged mint, fresh long set, SG 1/21. Cat £158.

£ 32

NEW ZEALAND
575 1934 Trans Tasman First Flight Cover Auckland to Sydney Australia sent airmail Per Faith in Australia and bears
7d blue Tasman adhs tied Auckland 17 FE 34 / 1 / NZ and violet cachet FIRST TRANS TASMAN AIRMAIL, mainly
fine.
£ 48

576 1935 King George V Silver Jubilee 6d red-orange on 7th May 1935 Christchurch first day cover used locally. SG
575 Plus 7th May typed fdc with 1d carmine from Dunedin. SG 570.
£ 24
577 2004 Lord of The Rings large special folder containing 18 cupro nickel special coins for characters in the book
/ films. Few bends on the folder as so large otherwise coins are mint condition. High retail.
£ 45
578 Postage Dues: 1906 P.11 2d red and green fine used with pinhole where a neat part CDS cancel has struck, SG
D20 cat £120.
£ 36
NORTH BORNEO
579 1897-1901 Specimen overprint on seven different values 3c, 5c, 6c, 8c, 12c, 18c & 24c unused without gum,
some tropicalisation, mainly sound appearance, SG 96s/109s (7).
£ 60
NORWAY
580 1863 24skill brown sound fine used CDS example, SG 18 Cat £140.

£ 25

581 1925 (22 May) Roald Amundsens Polar Flight set of 7 on a folded plain envelope sent locally in OSLO tied
NORGE R slogan cancels, set is not affected by fold, SG 167/73. Cat £135 as used stamps.
£ 40
PAKISTAN
582 1948-64 Book containing stamps of Pakistan mounted to pages. Includes 1949 redrawn Crescent moon stamps,
1954 7th anniversary of Independence and 1958 Boy Scouts Jamboree.
£ 20

583 Officials: 1947 Top Values mainly mint incl 1r, 2r & 10r hinged mint, 5r is unmounted mint, SG )10/13
cat £138.
£ 35
PERU
584 1940's A selection of ten covers addressed to the United States, with various stamps and cancels.

£ 20

PHILIPPINE IS.
585 1943 Two typed covers with Baha 1943 overprints sent from Manila used locally.

£ 15

PITCAIRN IS.
586 1940 (15 Oct) First Day of Issue a brown registered (philatelic) envelope to UK bearing 7 values complete for
the period to 1s tied nice PITCAIRN ISLAND / POST OFFICE CDS cancels and reg violet h/s No. 3175. Very fine
and attractive. SG 1/1/5, 6 & 7.
£ 45
POLAND
587 Accumulation in a carton with early to modern in various stockbooks and leaves, mainly used with much thematic
interest, 100s.
£ 50

588 Post Offices in Turkey: 1919 red LEVANT overprint on 3f brown mounted mint, sound, SG 1 Cat £80. £ 25
PORTUGAL
589 1931 Fifth Death Centenary of Pereira 4e50 green and brown key top value very fine lightly mounted mint, SG
864 Cat £275.
£ 85
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PORTUGAL - COLONIES
590 Timor: Range on a few stockcards including 1946 surcharges postage set fine used (cat £34.50), air set of 5 mint
(cat £42.50), 1898 400th Anniv. set m & u, 1956 Map set m, 1949 UPU 16a mint (cat £33), 1950 Holy Year set m,
1950 Plants set mint (cat £100), etc, useful little lot, STC £245.
£ 75
POSTAL HISTORY
591 A selection of fifteen covers and postcards from Commonwealth Countries. Includes St Christopher Queen
Victoria 6d green on 1886 ½ cover only, 1922 KGV Gibraltar 1d with USA 2c postage due, 1894 Jamaica QV 1d
postcard with six cancels and 1892 Cape of Good Hope QV 1d to London.
£ 25

592 A selection of seventy covers and postcards from Commonwealth Countries. Includes 1942 St. Lucia KGVI
definitives on typed unopened cover to USA, 1952 Hong Kong KGVI $2 on typed cover to New York, 1939 Canada
KVI typed first day cover and 1947 Ceylon KGVI 5c on typed cover to USA.
£ 30
RUMANIA
593 1932 Boy Scout's Jamboree Fund set of 6 hinged mint, SG 1256/1261. Cat £84.

£ 18

RUSSIA
594 1883 35k green and purple heavy hinged mint, fresh looker, SG 45c Cat £130.

£ 24

595 1931 Air Graf Zeppelin North Pole Flight set of 4 imperf hinged mint, fine, SG 584/587 cat £160.

£ 55

596 1931 Airship Construction Fund set of 5 imperf hinged mint, fine, SG 579c/583x. Cat £88.

£ 28

597 1931 Airship Construction Fund set of 5 mint to 1r green, SG 579c/583c Cat £88.

£ 22

598 1934 Air Airship Travel Propaganda set of 5 fine used CDS examples, SG 662/666 cat £132.

£ 42

599 1935 Air Moscow - San Francisco via North Pole Flight 1r on 10k brown unused without gum, slight tones
otherwise sound and scarce, SG 706 Cat £750 for mint.
£ 75
600 1937 Air - Air Forces Exhibition imperf miniature sheet with 1r x 4 very fine and fresh hinged mint, SG MS 752b
Cat £225.
£ 70
601 1945 Russian prisoner of war sheet of paper folded and posted. With two Russian cds and POW camp cancel in
red.
£ 15
602 1945-1962 A lovely collection in a Schaubek printed album includes many of the usual CTO used sets, but also
in mounts a good range of unmounted mint sets, noted both perf and imperf combinations, many nice thematics, 1962
Soviet Space flights special M/S perf & imperf mint (SG 2776 cat £33), 1959 Basketball ovpt m, Burns used (cat £30),
1955 North Pole M/S used (cat £41), 1958 Cent. of Russian Stamps both M/S used (cat £25), 1957 Int Phil. Ex. M/S
mint (cat £47), 1955 University M/S, 1955 Savitsky M/S used (cat £47), 1950 Moscow Building set of 8 cto used (cat
£375 used), etc, good runs of complete years ideal lot for expansion. 100s.
£ 300
603 1946 25th Anniv. of Soviet Postal Services set of 3 imperf miniature sheet CTO used odd wrinkle otherwise very
fine, SG MS 122a/c Cat £420 used.
£ 100
604 1946 29th Anniv. of Russian Revolution 30k orange x 4 imperf miniature sheet CDS used, mainly very fine SG
MS 1224c Cat £140 used.
£ 42
605 1946 29th Anniv. of Russian Revolution 30k orange x 4 imperf miniature sheet very fine unused without gum,
mainly very fine SG MS 1224c Cat £200 mint.
£ 45
606 1949 150th Birth Anniv. of Pushkin imperf miniature sheet hinged mint with very fine frontal appearance, SG
MS 1492a Cat £250.
£ 85
607 1949 25th Death Anniv. of Lenin perf miniature sheet of 1r x 4 unused without gum, some wrinkles and very light
tones otherwise sound, SG MS 1463a Cat £550 mint.
£ 110
608 1949 Air Aerial Views and Map set of 8 hinged mint, fine, SG 1541/1548 cat £137.

£ 40

609 1949 Stalin's 70th Birthday large imperf miniature sheet superb fine mint on white paper bearing 4 x 40k very
fine for such a large sheet, SG MS 1563a Cat £250.
£ 100
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610 1949 Stalin's 70th Birthday large imperf miniature sheet unused on buff paper bearing 4 x 40k with tiny curl in
one corner and suspicion of a rub bottom right, otherwise very fine for such a large sheet, SG MS 1563a Cat £250.
£ 85
611 1962 25th Anniv. of First Soviet Polar Drifting Station the scarce Miniature sheet overprint 1962 and inscription
red, very fine mint, no hinges just a few specks on the gum, SG MS 2693a Cat £200.
£ 60
612 Large stockbook containing a lovely unmounted mint collection 1978-1991 with a huge run of year sets from
1970s to 1990 including many nice thematics sets, setenant blocks, sheetlets, miniature sheets, mainly commems, then
a separate CTO Used run of years from 1987-1990, huge cat value, clean and fine for expansion.
£ 300
613 Old time stockbook with a useful used duplicated range of defins and commems from 19th century to 1950s with
mainly earlier mint and used to 7r for with thunderbolts, imperf and perf defins to 1r, some back of the book incl post
offices used in etc. 100s.
£ 30
SAINT LUCIA
614 1887 6d dull mauve and blue hinged mint (tiny thins at top) showing top left triangle detached variety, sound, SG
41 Cat £275.
£ 85
SAN MARINO
615 1894 Opening of govt Palace set of 3 hinged mint, SG 29/31. Cat £88.

£ 20

SAUDI ARABIA
616 1960-1966 Wadi Dam mint / unmounted mint range including 1960 10p, 1966 5p purple black U/M (light bend
Cat £39), 10p brown and green (cat £25), 18p blue and green (cat £36), mainly fine (4), SG 422, 782, 697, 705. Cat
£102.
£ 32

617 1960-66 Gas Oil Plant mint / unmounted mint range of 8 examples including 1960 5p, 7p, 9p, 20p black and
brown, 23p red and orange u/m, 1966 Second Cartouche 11p (cat £48), 14p (cat £60) & 23p SG 401, 403, 405, 407,
549, 765, 673, 680 Cat £185. (8).
£ 60
SOLOMON IS.
618 Collection on leaves with useful content mainly mint including 1939-51 set of 13 (cat £90), 1948 RSW set, 195663 set 17 (cat £100), 1965 set 15 (cat £50), omnibus to 1960s, nice clean lot.
£ 80
SOMALIA
619 Breakaway Northern Republic: 1996 Republic of Somaliland 10s Camel & arms of the New Republic a complete
sheet of 50 printed by Harrison & Sons. Officially there was no postal system in place at the time of ordering it was left
to the printer to decide on the value. This territory was not acknowledged by the United Nations, the UPU was equally
not interested. Fascinating and ex John Harley Harrison & Sons Archive. Scarce as many bogus issues were made.
£ 100
SOMALILAND PROTECTORATE
620 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used mainly fine, SG 86/9.

£ 20

SOUTH AFRICA
621 Carton containing an attractive unmounted mint collection of RSA in positional blocks 1980-193, plus a nice
range of Homelands MAXI Cards and First Day Covers from South West Africa, Transkei, many nice thematics all
unaddr official covers plus 1985 RSA special 44th Anniv. war covers signed by different pilots (35 are signed) etc,
useful and colourful lot.
£ 50

622 FIRST DAY COVERS - Accumulation of 1980s FDCS in a carton including many nice thematic issues noted
binder of South Africa, Bophuthatswana 1980s FDCs in binder, Ciskei FDCs, SWA, large album of MAXI cards with
many nice thematics, etc, attractive and clean lot.
£ 35
623 FIRST DAY COVERS - Collection in an overfull cover binder with good quantity from 1949 to 1960s plus nice
illustrated combination issues incl 300 Year Dutch Anniv. sent per KLM with Netherlands set 3 tied special cancels,
1939 Huguenot set 3 pairs (tones), 1949 Voortrekker (2), 1949 UPU set 3 pairs, also range of other Br. Africa FDCs
and covers from 1940s to 1970s incl S. Rhodesia etc, intr lot.
£ 60
624 Homelands: 1980s collection of First Day Covers in a cover album with approx 60 different from mainly Venda
plus a few Transkei, many nice thematics all unaddr official covers.
£ 26
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625 Large collection on stock cards and album pages from 1926 mostly 1970's to 1990's.

£ 14

626 Range on a stockcard including 1926 6d Orange Tree pair used dumb cancels with watermark inverted variety.
(SG 32w), 1927 1s blue and brown pair used violet cancel SG 36a (Cat £90), 4d brown vertical pair CDS used (SG
35b Cat £50), nice group.
£ 20
627 Unmounted mint collection of blacks and strips mainly with imprints or sheet markings for S. Africa 1979-1988,
homelands including SWA 1981-3, Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda & Ciskei all 1981-1985 all in multi u/m blocks
of 4 or strips etc, huge quantity well over 1500+.
£ 250
SPAIN
628 1920 Air set of 5 to 1p red hinged mint, usual perfs, sound, SG 353/7 Cat £90.

£ 20

SPAIN - COLONIES
629 Guinea: 1952 Air 500th Birth Anniv. of Ferdinand the Catholic 5p brown unmounted mint, SG 370.

£ 12

SWEDEN
630 1953 A book containing approx. 25 covers with various stamps. All covers have special cancels including
Norrkoping Forbundets congress.
£ 20
SWITZERLAND
631 1944 Two Red Cross messages for German Prisoners of war censored covers addressed to the Camp Commander
of the prisoners of war Camp Tennessee.
£ 25
SYRIA
632 1924 Olympic Games surcharge set of 4 hinged mint, SG 139/142. Cat £65.

£ 18

TAIWAN
633 1950's Cover from Office of the Naval Attach‚ American Embassy Taipei with 40c carmine red, $1 deep green
and $5 purple brown stamps of the President and Rejoicing crowds, addressed to California USA.
£ 30

634 1964 Taiwan Fruits a special Harrison and Sons promotional full colour folder die cut with opening flaps to reveal
more parts of the folder, states,""Designed by Wen Hsueh-ju a local Chinese artist..this presentation folder was designed
by the same artist..."". Small stain in one corner and some inking bleed rubbed onto other pages, otherwise fine and
scarce. SG 514/7.
£ 80
TANZANIA
635 1997 First Anniversary of Sinking of Bukoba ferry original designer's artwork for the 4 values as prepared and
printed by Harrison & Sons Ltd, each features the final design and value (26.5cm x 19cm) for 140s Ferry Sinking, 350s
recovering Bodies, 370s Identifying Victims, 410 Religious service. Some minor faults or bends otherwise unusual
and unique. (4).
£ 120
THAILAND
636 Revenues: 1883 King Chulalonhkorn 1sakung yellow and 1Tical red both tropicalised mint examples, couple
blunt or pulled perfs but nice early revenues, Barefoot 4/5.
£ 50

637 Revenues: 1932 King Prajadhipok two line revenue overprint on 5s violet & 10s red, both fine, Barefoot 22/23.
£ 10
638 Revenues: 1952-62 Two different bankers cheques each bearing 25s grey or black revenues tied banking h/s's.
One with hole punch, attractive pair. Barefoot 66 & 73.
£ 10
639 Revenues: 1952-62 Two different bankers cheques each bearing 25s grey or black revenues tied banking h/s's.
One with hole punch, other payable at Banphai Branch, attractive pair. Barefoot 66 & 73.
£ 10
640 Revenues: Civil Defence; 1942 Locally printed 5B multicoloured top value top marginal hinged mint, gum bends
or minor blemishes but extremely fine and scarce for these, rarely offered. Barefoot 9. Issued during WWII to raise
funds for the home guard, their use on windscreens of cars also gave a reasonable degree of safety; cars not displaying
the 5B top value were liable to be commandeered by the authorities.
£ 150
641 Revenues: Civil Defence; 1942 Locally printed value in English numerals 7 values including 2s brown, 5s violet
(5 various shades), & 10s greenish-blue (rouletted), mainly fine and sound, Barefoot 10/12. (7). Issued during WWII
to raise funds for the home guard, their use on windscreens of cars also gave a reasonable degree of safety; cars not
displaying the 5B top value were liable to be commandeered by the authorities.
£ 120
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642 Revenues: Civil Defence; 1942 Locally printed value in Thai numerals 1B multicoloured near top value very fine
used small violet cancel in bottom right corner, scarce for these, Barefoot 8. Issued during WWII to raise funds for
the home guard, their use on windscreens of cars also gave a reasonable degree of safety; cars not displaying the 5B
top value were liable to be commandeered by the authorities.
£ 35
643 Revenues: Civil Defence; 1942 Locally printed value in Thai numerals 9 values including 3s yellow, 4s (2 shades),
5s purple (3), 10s blue, 10s green, 20s red, mainly fine and sound, Barefoot 2/7. (9). Issued during WWII to raise funds
for the home guard, their use on windscreens of cars also gave a reasonable degree of safety; cars not displaying the
5B top value were liable to be commandeered by the authorities.
£ 100
644 Revenues: Civil Defence; 1944 Locally printed value in English 1B multicoloured near top value in a superb block
of 4 unused without gum, extremely fine and scarce for these, rarely offered in multiples. Barefoot 13. Issued during
WWII to raise funds for the home guard, their use on windscreens of cars also gave a reasonable degree of safety; cars
not displaying the 5B top value were liable to be commandeered by the authorities.
£ 150
645 Revenues: Civil Defence; 1944 Locally printed value in English 1B multicoloured near top value unused with
small faults incl stain and minor tear, scarce for these, Barefoot 13. Issued during WWII to raise funds for the home
guard, their use on windscreens of cars also gave a reasonable degree of safety; cars not displaying the 5B top value
were liable to be commandeered by the authorities.
£ 30
646 Revenues: Health Fund; 1953 25s blue to 10B brown set of 6 to 10b all neatly used dated handstamps, fine,
Barefoot 1/6. (6).
£ 25
647 Revenues: Health Fund; 1953-57 Original document (faults) bearing a nice combination of 1953 1b blue strip
of 3 & pair, 1957 1b red pair, 25s sage-green pair all tied large red CDS's, folded and top has torn otherwise nice
document, Barefoot 3, 12 & 14
£ 65
648 Revenues: Health Fund; 1957 2500th Anniv. of Buddha set of 5 to 1b all neatly used dated handstamps, odd tone
or blunt perf otherwise fine, Barefoot 10/14. (6).
£ 40
649 Revenues: Judicial; 1905 Bicolour issue 4baht red and green neat fine used CDS cancel, short corner otherwise
fine, Barefoot 27.
£ 35
650 Revenues: Judicial; 1909 10s on 8att green & 25s on 16att both tied on small part document by large red CDS,
small faults otherwise sound, Barefoot 40 & 43.
£ 60
651 Revenues: Judicial; 1909 10s on 8att green an attractive fine used strip of 3 on paper with some perf faults and
torn top right corner, neat oval handstamp in red and some toning, but seldom seen in multiples, Barefoot 40. £ 60
652 Revenues: Judicial; 1909 10s on 8att green PAIR both tied on paper by large red CDS, small faults incl short
corner, otherwise sound, Barefoot 40 & 43.
£ 60
653 Revenues: Judicial; 1909 1s on 1att green an attractive hinged mint strip of 3 with some perf faults and short
corner but seldom seen in multiples, Barefoot 35.
£ 50
654 Revenues: Judicial; 1909 1s on 2att green an attractive fine used PAIR on paper with some perf faults and neat
oval handstamp in red and some toning, but seldom seen in multiples, Barefoot 36.
£ 38
655 Revenues: Judicial; 1909 1s on 2att green an attractive fine used PAIR on paper with some perf faults and short
corner, neat CDS in red, but seldom seen in multiples, Barefoot 36.
£ 38
656 Revenues: Judicial; 1909 1s on 2att green an attractive fine used PAIR on paper with some perf faults and toning,
neat CDS in red, but seldom seen in multiples, Barefoot 36.
£ 38
657 Revenues: Judicial; 1909 25s on 16att green fine used red CDS, slight toning along the bottom otherwise sound,
Barefoot 43.
£ 25
658 Revenues: Judicial; 1909 25s on 16att green hinged mint tropicalised gum bottom left corner marginal example
showing surcharge double variety, brown does affect the stamp but a hard example to find, Barefoot 43a.
£ 80
659 Revenues: Judicial; 1960 Three Headed Elephant complete set of 12 sound used 4b to 500b, Barefoot 111/121,
(12).
£ 200
660 Revenues: Judicial; 1960 Three Headed Elephant top values 20b, 100b, 300b, 400b & 500b all neatly used, 400b
has wrinkles otherwise sound, Barefoot 113, 117, 119/121. (5).
£ 125
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661 Revenues: Veterinary Duty; 1960? Large format Dragon design for 25s green and 25s yellow (used neat pen
cancels), seldom found, Barefoot 4/5. (2).
£ 20
TONGA
662 1934 Tonga Tin Can mail cover with 2½d from Niuafoou addressed to USA. With Tongan Islands cds on reverse.
Plus 1968 similar cover with four stamps.
£ 18
TRISTAN DA CUNHA
663 1936 Cachet VII philatelic cover bearing S. Africa 1947 3d pair tied by TRISTAN DA CUNHA cachet type VII
and printed address to Capetown. Very fine. SG C9.
£ 20

664 1937 Cachet V plain philatelic cover bearing GB 1937 Coronation 1½d tied by VIOLET TRISTAN DA CUNHA
and two strikes of cachet type V (broken arc) and typed address to UK. Very fine. SG C6.
£ 45
665 1937 Cachet VI philatelic printed souvenir cover bearing GB 1937 Coronation 1½d tied by TRISTAN DA
CUNHA cachet type VI and printed address to UK. Very fine. SG C8.
£ 40
666 1937 Illustrated Tristan Da Cunha / Visit of HMS Carlisle March 1937 preprinted cover addressed to UK posted
without stamps hence postage dues affixed on arrival in UK, with LONDON FS / paquebot 30 mr 37 cds. and
TRISTAN DA CUNHA violet rubber cachet alongside. The cover has a red preprinted box Posted at Tristan Da Cunha
/ Mail Office at lower right signed by the Lieutenant. A scarce cover as this was printed for the exclusive use of officers
from HMS Carlisle for private circulation to their friends.
£ 100
667 1949 Cachet IX South African philatelic cover bearing ½d Antelope block of 6 cancelled by 1948 violet
TRISTAN DA CUNHA / SETTLEMENT OF / EDINBURGH / SOUTH ATLANTIC cachet type IX and addressed
to South Africa, manuscript dated Sept 1949. Few wrinkles, mainly fine. SG C11.
£ 45
668 1949 Cachet VIII South African philatelic cover bearing 1d Ship top imprint marginal strip of 3 (imprint
LUGPOS) tied by 1946 VIOLET TRISTAN DA CUNHA cachet type VIII and addressed to South Africa manuscript
dated Jan 1949. Few wrinkles, mainly fine. SG C10.
£ 45
669 1950 Cachet IX South African registered philatelic cover bearing 1949 Inauguration set 3 cancelled by
CAPETOWN / PAQUEBOT / 8. II . 50 CDS & 1948 violet TRISTAN DA CUNHA / SETTLEMENT OF /
EDINBURGH / SOUTH ATLANTIC cachet type IX alongside, addressed to South Africa, manuscript dated Feb 1950.
Few wrinkles, mainly fine. SG C11.
£ 45
670 1950 Cachet X South African philatelic cover bearing 1½d brown cancelled by CAPETOWN / PAQUEBOT /
22. IV . 50 CDS & 1948 violet TRISTAN DA CUNHA / 14 MAR 1950 / SOUTH ATLANTIC OCEAN cachet type
X alongside, addressed to South Africa, manuscript dated March 1950. Few wrinkles, mainly fine. SG C12. £ 40
671 1963 Group of certified first day covers for Resettlement issue on two covers both signed by chief Willie Repetto
MBE plus 1953 Coronation FDC, 1963 FFH FDC, 1978 Artists View signed by Roland Svensson and Administrator
to Tristan Da Cunha (small faults), plus few other FDCs, intr little lot (15).
£ 25
672 Booklets: 1958/60 3s6d Black on red cover stapled (fine) & 3s6d black on green cover stitched, both fine, SG
SB2/3 Cat £85.
£ 28
TURKEY
673 1865-1970 Collection mainly used in a well filled Viscount springback album, huge range of sets and part sets
with many defins, commems, surcharges, overprints and red X issues, good qty for expansion, 100s.
£ 60

674 1938 Air Surcharge set of 3 unmounted mint, SG 1198/1200 Cat £53.

£ 15

TURKS & CAICOS ISLS.
675 1936 (2 Jan) Cover bearing 1935 Silver Jubilee set 4 sent registered to New York with typed address, mainly
sound.
£ 25
UNITED NATIONS
676 Binder of unmounted mint sets & Miniature sheets, FDCs etc for 2000s incl different thematics mainly modern
Vienna, Geneva, US (earlier), including 2004 Eiffel Tower gold embossed & prestige book, 2004 Greece Heritage incl
prestige books, 2003 Birds setenant blks of 4 on cards, etc, attractive lot, jumbled but good cat value.
£ 40

677 BOX containing a lovely mint, used and unmounted mint plus First Day Covers in 3 large binders and a
stockbook, huge range of US issues mint & used in a large well filled stockbook, then Austria and Geneva FDCs in
large binder many attractive thematics on official covers. Heavy lot.
£ 60
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UNITED STATES
678 1926-50 A selection of approx. one hundred and ten covers with various stamps and cancels. Includes airmail
and registered. A number of special delivery stamps.
£ 25

679 1930-40's A selection of approx. three-hundred commercial large covers with various US stamps and various
cancels in large box.
£ 40
680 1930-60's A selection of approx. four-hundred commercial large covers with various US stamps and various
cancels in large box. Includes some 1970's first day covers.
£ 50
681 1934-37 Airmail plate blocks of 6 for 1935 25c blue, 1937 20c green & 50c carmine mainly fine never hinged,
Scott C20/22. Cat $202.
£ 55
682 1940'S US Army Post office with passed by censor cover to USA.

£8

683 1960's Seven Apollo and Gemini covers with autographs of astronauts some may be pre-printed. Includes
certificate of authenticity United States Lunar Mission-Apollo 15 1971 that signatures of Colonel James B. Irwin,
Alfred Worden and David R. Scott are genuine.
£ 25
684 1988-1994 Official First Day Covers collection in 4 special binders with nice collection of approx 160 different
each with printed information on reverse about each stamp, and with FDI cancels. Attractive lot.
£ 48
685 1990's A selection of approx. thirty-five covers with cancels but no addresses, includes Rock & Roll issue with
Elvis Presley stamp.
£ 15
686 1998-2000 Celebrate the century 9 out of 10 sheets unmounted mint for 1990s to 1980s, mainly fine, one has
bend others sound, just needs the last one 1990s to complete. (9 Sheets). Scott 3182/3190.
£ 25
687 A selection of approx. three-hundred unused postcards includes World Scout Jamboree 1967, weather services
1970 and includes one aerogrammes.
£ 25
688 Four albums containing 100s, a lot to sort.

£ 10

689 Modern unmounted mint and self adhesive panes in a carton in various binders with many modern issues from
1980s onwards, good range to 2000s including, Animal Rescue, New Year, Super Hero panes, American Indian
Dances, Celebrate The Century sheets, Bats, Wonders of America, Hollywood Stars, etc, useful face value. £ 100
690 Parcel Post: 1913 1c carmine-rose to 25c & 75c mainly all hinged mint, 4c & 20c appear unmounted (never
hinged) mainly sound and fine, Scott Q1/9, Q11 Cat $670.
£ 120
691 Post Offices in China: 1919 10c on 5c a superb left margin sheet numbered 9118 fine unmounted mint (never
hinged), Scott K5.
£ 110
692 Post Offices in China: 1919 6c on 3c violet fine hinged mint, Scott K3.

£ 25

693 Post Offices in China: 1919 8c on 4c brown fine hinged mint, Scott K4.

£ 30

694 Unmounted mint group of sheetlets for various modern issues including self-adhesive, noted Lighthouses, Youth
Sports, Bright Eyes, Endangered species, Dinosaurs, Classic Movie Monsters, Aircraft, Insects, Civil War, Baseball,
Songwriters, Women in journalism etc, useful group. (32).
£ 40
695 USS Covers mainly from the 1940s-1990s jumbled collection of all different printed and or illustrated covers from
a wide range of Navy ships (approx 190 different), more interesting incl War Games, multi cacheted, multi combination
stamps, a few overseas issues etc, colourful and interesting range in a flat box.
£ 125
UPPER VOLTA
696 Epreuve De Luxe attractive range of post independence issues (17 different) each as a imperf matt or glossy card
13 x 10cm for mainly 1970s-80s issues including values to 300f, nice thematics incl Zeppelin airships, football etc.
(17).
£ 34
URUGUAY
697 1940's A selection of six covers addressed to the United States. Includes registered cover with various stamps
and cancels.
£ 14
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VENEZUELA
698 1940's A selection of eleven covers addressed to the United States, with various stamps and cancels.

£ 20

YUGOSLAVIA
699 1918-1936 Old time collection on Ideal printed leaves with much useful material including SHS overprints to 1k
mint, on Bosnia ovpts (7 mint), Chainbreakers to 40v m & u, 1920 Chainbreakers , 1920s defins and commems to top
values mint, unused or used, etc, mainly sound. (175).
£ 40
ZANZIBAR
700 1896 Specimen overprint on 10 different values ½a to 1r (surface rubbing) unused mostly without gum, some
tropicalisation, mainly sound and fine appearance, SG 156s/7s, 159s, 161s, 162s, 164s/5s, 167s, 169s.
£ 45

End of Auction - Thank You
Seasons Greetings and a Happy New Year
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